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child can save and lend, in order
to feed, clothe, arm, and equip
OF REAL ESTATE
the soldiers and sailors of America and to win this righteous war
i
in defense of American honor
Year-staand the cause of democracy
throughout the world.
Willard Mercantile Co to Daniel L
"If we are to win the war, we The following is the apportion- Stevens,
nw,y 11, e4 nw'.i
e
must win it as a united people. ment of school funds from the $1 and other considerations.
every
savings
man, wo state.
The
of
William W Smith to William F Ir- Rate of apportionment
vin, wH sw.y,
man and child are necessary if $2.55.
423.
B F Brown to Robert Bourne, lot 6
we are to 'hasten the victorious Dist, No. No. on Census Amt.
blk 13 Duran, $50.
ib
AZb.i i: i
ending of the war. War Savers 1
71
$181 .05
Lorenzo D Roberts to J5elU Roberts,
are Life Savers.
2
199
$1 and other
507 45 ne'4 nw.'4
"A single strand in the cables 3
158
402.90
Arthur L Lyttle to Arthur W Lyttle,
which uphold the great Brooklyn 4
79
201.45 sw.y
18, nw.ij nw4'
Be
$1 and
CERTIFICATES Suspension Bridge is not very 5
63
160 65
other considerations.
strong, but thousands of these 6
174
443.70
Henry C Williams to B C Hanlon,
strands bound together uphold 7
224
571 20 lots 9, 10, II, blk 8 Williams add Wil
Postmaster Allman tells us one of the great thoroughfares 8
93
237.15 lard, $1 and other considerations:
T B and J L Gist to E B Lovelace,
that so far there has been prac- of the world
9
43
109.65
' 'When our fathers and sons
nwAj 34 4 9, $1 and other considera
tically no demand at the
10
206
525.30 tions.
cia postoffice for Thrift Stamps and brothers were called by our 11
114
290.70
E B Lovelace to Ernest Brandhorst,
and War Savings Certificates,
Country to take up arms in her 12
79
201 45 nw4
tl and other
j'r-ef- Zj
290
in no other country in the defense, you did not hear an in 13
739.50
YEAR-TJohn
HAPPY
W
to
dividual
NEW
to
O
School
serve
soldier
refuse
Corbett
District
OUR PATRONS IN THE PAST AND
world would such an opportunity
14
29
73 95
13, land in lot 2,
OUR FUTURE CUSTOMERS, WE WISH YOU A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
7, $100.
because his service alone would 15
go Degging.
27
68.85
TO
Arthur L Lyttle to Mary 1) Garland,
THOSE
HAVE
WHO
NOT
STARTED PUTTING MONEY IN THE
Leaving out entirely the ques not win the war. Each man 16
96
244.80 "Já ne'-í- nejj nwU, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 19- BANK WE WOULD SAY THAT IF YOU BEGIN THIS NEW YEAR,
The 17
of patriotism and helping the was ready to do his part.
32
$1 and other considerations.
81.60
M HAPPIER NEW YEAR
HAVE
ONE YEAR
FROMLNOW? YU'LL
country, this offer furnishes one great army thus formed 1s going 19
Lucinda J Kayser to Ida M Brown,
28
71.40
NOW
IT
WITH
e
THE
MONEY
6,
to
YOU
$100.
forward
fire
sw'4
face the
of battle 20
WASTED LAST
YEARSTART
of the most' convenient oppor
71
181.05
T H Ivy to Neal Jenson, e lot 1 blk
COME TO OUR BANK.
11
tunnies for saving and at the and to risk everything- - for the 21
28 05 42, Estancia, $2400.
same time getting some interest safety and security of our homes 22
34
86.70
B C Hanlon to James I Ferguson,
and our families, and for the 23
on savings, ever presented
33
84.15 lots 9, 10, blk 8, Williams add Willard,'
DIRECTORS A. J. GREEN. J. B. HFRNnnN
H F shfi ton
very existence of our Country
this country.
24
64
163.20 $1 and other considerations.
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, J. S. KELLY.
Charles D Daniels to Giles G
"These are the men for whom 25
40
102.00
The stamps and certificates are
ne'4 se.'4
$500.
16
40.80
redeemable at any time with in you are asked to save and lend 26
Grover C Powell to Franklin B Mil27
38
your
96.90
' New Red Cross Members
dellars.
terest up to the first of the
ler, nw'4
$800.
Mrs. Spitzmesser
68
173.40
A Country worth fighting 28
Saturnino Lueras to Hanlon Merc
month in which redemption is
The frllowing new Red Cross
Neal Jenson Jr.
51 00 Co, lots 8, o, blk 0 Willard, $1 and
20'
for is a Country worth saving 29
made.
members have been reported this
30
44
112 20 other considerations.
Miss Mabel Hine
Thus, one can deposit savings for.
Thomas White to Fay A Wagner, week:
89
226.95
To save money is to save 32
and if the money happens to be
Thalia Elgin
25
$1
and
exchange
of
Mrs. Dee Robinson
34
37
94.35 ne4
needed at any time it can be life.
Theola Elgin
Mrs.
Roland
Senter
107
272 85 The Walter Co to Peter Lawson, lot
"Buy War Savings Stamps at 35
withdrawn without loss of inter
Willie Elgin
Mrs. Edna Cargo
76
193.80 2, 1 acre ne,'4 se1 15 5 13, $50.
post offices and banks, and strike 37
est.
r
38
42
107.10
a blow for our Country."
1 he little folks ought to be en39
32
81.60
Notice To Taxpayers
listed in this thrift and saving
C. A. BURRUSS. President
TJP.AT. .Tff.VünH rODv,,v.
40
112,20
ii
You can't do them a
business.
The Tax Rolls for 1917 are
J. N. BURTON, Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON. Ass'tCash'r
MARRIAGE LICENSES
41
29
73.95
better service than to teach them
about completed and we expect
Directors: Willie Elgin,
H, C. Keen,
Robert Lynn,
71
42
181.05
thrifty habits. The young peo
F. T. Meadows
to be able to issue tax receipts
43
109.65
pie of America need that sort of
Since last report marriage li- - 43
by January 10th.
Notices will
54
137.70
teaching more than any other.
censes have been issued as fol 44
be mailed as soan as possible
45
34
86.70
Then, in addition to the con lows:
after the rolls are received.
46
49
124.95
sideration of
comea
John F. Dressier, Mountainair
RAYMUNDO ROMERO,
47
77
196.35
the consideration of patriotism.
"
Bernice Benham,
Collector.
48
46
117.30
holders of Liberty Loan Bonds have no safe place to keep
The government
needs the
Mateo Lucero, Pinos Wells
MANY The bonds are like money,
49
hard to identify when lost or
41
104.55
money to feed and clothe our
Ie ls not Bate t0 keeP them at nome or in the office.
,j8l
Elena Abeyta, " ' "
50
58
147.90 NEW M'lNTOSH
BRAN
Wouldn t it be worth a few cents a week to you to know absolutely
boys who are going on the fight
that your war bonds a will perhaps, or some correspondence of a very
"
Antonio Baca, "
ing line, and furnish them am
Bran from new croD wheat is
private nature, a deed, mortgages, stock certificates, certificates of de3373
$8,601.15
now being made.
Petra Lucero, "
posite, insurance papers, maybe some jewelry not in use, were stored
The supply
munition and implements to fight
in the Safe Deposit Vault of this bank where neither fire, flood nor
with.
The children of Dr. Roberts, will be limited not enough to
Douglas Donaldson, Otto
burglary could reach them? Nobody but yourself or an authorized replast through the
This is
resentative can ever have access to them. Come in and see the adInvestment in War Savings
who lives southwest of Estancia, of very superiorseason.
Zella Wiley,
quality, comvantages offered by a private safe within our vault.
while hunting rabbits a few days monly known as white, or mill
Certificates is to your own perJuaquin Chavez, Precinct 17
ago, found the head and hide of run bran. Better buy now. Get
sonal interest don't forget that
"
"
Catalina Perea,
The Strong Home Bank
it from your local merchant if he
and it ii doing something to
Ygnacio Sedillo, Reventlow, a Whiteface heifer in an old well has it.
we
not,
will
If
see
that
help Uncle Sam.
on an unoccupied claim about
you are supplied. Kemp Bros, in
N. M.
FARMERS AND STOGKMENS BANK
Get busy.
three miles south of the Berry Estancia are handling this bran.
Antonia Sedillo, Progresso
- Put some
Hues place.
of your money into
There was only
E. H. Avers. Owner Mcintosh
J. W. Wiley, Otto
this form of investment all the
about a foot of water in the well. Roller Flour Mills.
P. O. ad- The
and Stockmen's Friend
Mabel Peckam, "
money you can spare at present.
The hide was brought to town dress, Estancia, N. M.
'
Monday, where those who ex
If you need it, or a part of it, a Porfirio Turrieta, Manzano
"
Juana Cisneros,
little later, you can get it back
amined it decided the brand was
with something added to it.
William Smith, Cedarvale
that of a cattleman living south
"
Give the children some small
of Corona.
Nora Tonkinson,
change and let them buy some
P. T. Grassham, Torrance Co.
C. A. Smith, Moriarty
stamps.
Nettie B. Kuykendall,
Effie G. Draper, "
It will do them good to feel
Pedro Sígala, Manzano
that they have an investment of Adalina Serna,
Annies FrankHn, X Ray
their own, and that they are
"
Ethel Daugherty,
Manuel Peña, Duran
helping their country.
B. F. Kenyon, Duran
y
Galis- Manuela
Madril
Rival,
You can buy Thrift Stamps for
"
Eulah Barnett,
teo
With earnest thanks for your twelve-mont25c each. These do not draw inof faithful patronage,
PlatChinn,
Estancia
Reynolds,
R.
E.
Mountainair
terest, and are issued to enable
we
yours
was
a
peaceful
trust
and
Madole,
"'
Hallie
C. E. Fulfer,
people to accumulate in small
Carl 'Parker, Mountainair
P. W. Hearn, Duran
sums enough to buy a War SavJeannette McCullum, "
Pawnee
Simpson,
ings Stamp
Duran
interThese draw
Elfego Gutierrez, Chilili
est at the rate of four per cent
Clyde A. Winter, Stanley
"
DeTfina Hernandez,
compounded quarterly.
"
Now
Lola E. Morgan,
and we now hope for you, with our whole heart, a prosperous and
and until January 31, 1918, the
War Savings Stamp will be sold
for $4.12. and at maturity, Jan.
1, 1923, the Government will pay
for it $5.
Each $5 Stamp purchased is affixed to a War Savings Certificate, which has spaces for twenty Stamps.
We appreciate the liberal patronage we have enThis is
the limit that one person may
joyed during the year now closing. We want
buy, and one person may not
it to be still larger during the New Year, and
own more than ten certificates.
will do our partto make it so.
The following is quoted frcm
the Government circular:
"The main reason for the purchase of War Savings Stamps is
because your country is at war.
Your Country needs every penny
which every man, woman and
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pearl suspended between the blue of please do your worst as quickly as

Continued.

haze-velle- d

-

"Then let me see you back to your
stateroom, and I'll "
"No, I I'd rather wait here. I must
I can't Bleep without
know tonight
"
knowing
d.
In Quoin's
kindled
Admiration
He liked that spirit. She had
been quick to recover, quicker than the
average woman' would have been.
"Very well," he assented.
They moved forward. Opposite the
lompanlonwny Lydla paused.
"Will you be long?"
"Not ten minutes," Quoin promised.
Ills figure momentarily eclipsed the
slur oí light that stood for the door'

way.

Indeed It was hardly more than ten
minutes when the doorway was again
darkened, and Quoin came to Lydla's
side.

"Was I long? I'm sorry. I had to be
rather severe before they gave In
and up."
He laughed qui"You succeeded?"
etly. "Here it Is."
speechless
Mute in astonishment,
ivith gratitude, she took the puzzle box
rom his extended hand.
"A crook known as Southpaw Smith
d
had it, togethhe tails
er with the father and mother of all
lilack eyes.
I was almost sorry for
George Trnymore' Is his alias
him.
on the passenger list. A tall, slender
Not
scoundrel very, very smooth.
that you're likely to see him before we
very
and
low
lay
land, if then. He'll
moke the quietest getaway from the
"
dock be can manage
"Mr. Quoin 1" the girl Interrupted In
a tremulous voice.

"Tear

was painful.
Her embarrassment
"What cnn,Iay to you?. Mere thanks
aren't adequate."
"Please say no more. To know Tve
been of some use Is enough. Besides,"
he laughed boyishly, 'Tve had a good
I like
time bullyragging Southpaw.
that sort of thing, you know."
"I shall be always grateful"
"Then do something to oblige me.
I sha'n't be easy in my mind until
you're safe in your room."
Transition from the gloom of the
leek to the brilliantly lighted compnn-lonwa- y
was bewildering. Instinctively
The girl
Quoin and Lydla paused.
Mailed wistfully as she offered her
Bund.

and thank yon with all
heart, Mr. Quoin !"
Craven,"
"Miss
he retained her
hand for a moment "will you tell me
"Good-nig-

my

one thing?"

"If I may anything "
Ills eyes searched hers Jealously.
"Do you know what's In that box?"
"No, Mr. Quoin! Upon my word of
honor, no."
Her eyes were limpid pools of InQuoin could no
genuous candor.
He nodded, releasing
longer doubt.
her hand.
"Thank you."
"But," she lingered, "do you?"
"I do," he admitted reluctantly.
"Not through any wish of mine. But
Southpaw had only succeeded In puzzling the combination out when I Interrupted. I made him put back what
he'd taken from the box. Don't worry.
I've already forgotten what It was.
And Southpaw won't bother you again
I promise you that."
Her eyes questioned anxiously, bis
untied reassurance. With yet another
food-nigh- t,
Lydla turned away.
He watched her down the alleyway
to the door of BT5, then turned to seek
his own berth, shaking his head to rid
It of tormenting doubts.
Softly closing the door, Lydla as
gently shot the bolt, hoping to gain
her bed unquestioned.
But as she
moved toward It In darkness the Dowager Dragon suddenly switched on the
lights and lifted from her pillow an
indignant head framed In a nightcap,
the most coquettlshly berlbboned Imaginable.
"Well she demanded tartly. "Where
have you been, if you please?"
Lydla showed her a countenance Innocent of any trace of guile. "On
deck," she said quietly, removing her
cloak with Its sprinkling of moisture
that glittered like diamond dust. "The
foghorn, you know and I wasn't
sleepy, anyway.
It's wonderful out
there, so still and dark and uncanny.
You'd think almost anything could bap-peand no one be the wiser."

r

'

THE CUSTOMS INSPECTORS AT NEW YORK TAKE A HAND
AND THE SUSPICION GROWS THAT LYDIA KNOWS
MORE THAN HER NEW FRIENDS SUSPECT
8ynopsls Lydla Craven, traveling under the name of Lucy Carteret, runs away from her English home to go to her father, Thaddeus
Craven, In New York, who she hasn't seen In five years. Three nights
out on board the steamer Alsatla, she runs plump Into her father making love to Mrs. Merrllees, a young widow, engaged to marry him.
Later Craven cxplnlns his mysterious conduct and supposed bachelorhood by telling Lydla he Is a British secret service agent in America.
He gives her a small box to keep for him. She is attacked. The box
is stolen, but Quoin, a detective, recovers It for the girl.

By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
THE IONE WOLF,"

NEWS-HERAL-

CHAPTER IX.

"Good old town!" said Peter Traft
Removing his hat, he saluted Town
with grave and affectionate respect.
"Graft and all. It's one human young

city!"
Intuition enabled Lydla to Interpret
this utterance aa the Invocation to the
litany of your tried but true Manhat-tanlt-

The Alsatla was trudging sedately
np the bay from the Narrows, Quarantine ten minutes astern. New fork
loon.lns over the port bow through a
tenderly t tinted base In whose Muslo
u became a city of mother-of- -

ent waters.

sky and the blue of conflu-

"Arthur Itnckhnm must have colored
It," Lydla mused aloud.
"Wolt this is only the overture-w- ait
till you see It as I mean to show
It to you bridlepaths In Central park
of a sunny morning. Broadway at night
with a full head of steam on, South
street at noon with the old sailing
ships asleep In the sun and their forefeet up on the sidewalk, Fifth avenue
at evening, lights like big pearls popping out through the purple dusk"
drawing a handkerOstentatiously
chief from his cuff, Peter mopped his
Being poetical
pardon.
"Beg
brows.
under forced draft is a bit exhausting."
"Your prose Isn't anything to boast
Henry Jumes nt his most arroof.
gant was never more unintelligible."
"Oh. you'll wise up to It quick
enough. But mind there'll be nothing
doing in the poetry line after we're
married. I know my limitations, and
I couldn't stand the pace."
Here on apologetic steward caught
Peter's eye. "Beg pardon, Mr. Traft,
but you're wanted in the dining saloon to acknowledge your declaration."
"I
"Thanks," said Peter sulkily.
presume it's got to be tended to. You,
Craven."
Miss
too.
"But Tve already made my acknowledgment, Mr. Traft. I'm so sorry!"
"I wish I could believe you were!"
said Peter vindictively, and went a morose way without her.
He would have been less downcast
could he have guessed how soon the
girl was to miss him. Alone and without distraction, Imagination was hagridden by the care of that wretched
puzzle box. It was still safe lrt her
possession that was the worst of ltl
Nevertheless, she had as yet said
nothing to Craven about the attack
in the fog, fearing lest he might insist
resuming charge of the puzzle box;
and so, perhaps, put himself In the
way of some perils more vital even
than that which had befallen her. And
her father was all she had !
When they were free to stream
down the gangway to the pier Craven,
consigning Lydla to the care of Peter
Traft, rushed off to commandeer the
first availuble customs Inspectors for
So that
himself and Mrs. Merrllees.
It was Peter who piloted Lydla to
C section, hunted up her trunk, and
took her place In the rank at the
chief Inspector's desk; with the result that the luggage of "L. Carteret,
Spinster," was quickly passed, and,
Peter reluctantly leaving her to pass
his own Impedimenta, she was at liberty to garner what diversion she
might from the trials of others.
In that section her father was flutl-full- y
but persplrlngly in optimistic
endeavor to persuade his particular
inspector that he hadn't perjured himNoticself In his sworn declaration.
ing Lydla's Indignant Interest, Craven
paused only long enough to lift a furtive eyebrow and draw down the corners of his mouth, thus signifying a
conviction that his troubles were
wholly due to the pernicious interference of his political antagonists, even
as predicted.
She returned the least of nods, Indicating that the puzzle box was
safe as It was, In her suede handbag,
which, dangling from her wrist by Its
Ieuther strap, had quite escaped the
attention of the Inspector.
Then, remembering Craven's hint
that it would be well not to attract
too much attention to their relationship until clear of the customs, the girl
turned away to kill time until her
father should be free.
Over the way, In Section B, Lydla
surrounded
foutod Mrs. Beggarstttff,
by an array of luggage to do credit
to an army corps, light of battle iu
her eyes, words of bitter wit upon her
ready Hps, In pitched combat with a
graceless skeptic of an Inspector.
Near by, three dock porters, two ship
newsmen, half a dozen assorted citizens, and a brace of customs apprais
ers whose duties were immediate and
elsewhere, bung in breathless interest
upon the issue of the fray, one and ail
grinning broadly.
Lydla gathered an Impression that
the Dowager Dragon had found a foe-ma- n
worthy of her steel ; then hurried
on to Section M and Betty Merrllees.
Greeting Lydla serenely, this last
resumed her conversation with her as"You'll find everysigned Inspector.
thing dutiable In the hat trunk and
that big dresser trunk over there
the two upper trays the receipted
bills in the first tray all except
necklace. I have that here," she Indicated the metal box In her hands,
"and the bill as well."
The In"Thanks, Mrs. Merrllees."
spector looked up from ber declaration tn futile attempt to maintain bis
official Imperturbability ; then his eyes
twinkled In a network of wrinkles,
nis lips twitched, and he grinned outright.
"Thafa all very well," said the lady
Impudently. "Laugh If you like ! But

possible."
"Very well, nin'nm. I'll hurry you
through ns fast as I can."
It became Immediately apparent
that the man wasn't disposed to doubt
the sincerity of her conversation. The
luggage she had Indicated as Innocent
of dutiable goods be passed with the
most perfunctory examination, while
the millinery and other declared purchases detained him only briefly.
"Everything Is quite O. K., thanks
to you, ma'am. And now If you will
let me have a look at that necklace.
I've sent for the appraiser. He'll be
along In a minute."
The box was already unlocked. Mrs.
Merrllees promptly removed the leather-bound
Jewel case and handed It to

the inspector.
Touching the spring, lie let the lid
fly up, exposing the pea1 collar.
As
if dazzled, he blinked furiously. "She's
a daisy!" he announced with unction.
"Finest piece of the sort that's come
through this year, or I'm no judge."
Momentarily his Interest shifted to
the bill of the Parisian jeweler.
"Three hundred thousand francs
sixty thousand dollars," he mused
aloud. "You got It cheap, ma'am, if
I'm any Judge."
"Nonsense!" Mrs. Merrllees retorted Indignantly.
"As If an American
ever got anything cheap In Paris
and from Cottier's, of all places ! By
every right you ought to assess the
duty on not more than forty thousand
dollars."
"Well," the Inspector suggested Indulgently, "we'll just see what the appraiser says. There he is now. Hey,
Charlie, step over here a minute, will
you?"

In response to this hall, a slender,
bespectacled young man In O section
nodded assent, picked his way through
the barrier of trunks, and, recognizing
Mrs. Merrllees, touched the vizor of a
cap bearing the word "Appraiser."
"Mrs. Merrllees has declared her
necklace, Charlie," said the Inspector,
handing over the case. "And here's
the bill; but she wants you to take a
slnnt at It for value."
Nodding again, the appraiser narrowed his eyes and surveyed the
with an expression of some mystification. Then he pursed his Hps in
a noiseless whistle, looked bewilderment at Mrs. Merrllees, and stepped
aside with the jewel case to a spol
where sunlight, through a wide opening, threw a brilliant splash of gold
athwart the tempered gloom of the
Here he subjected the
necklace to minute inspection with a
Finally, wearing
magnifying glass.
an Illegible expression, he turned
neck-lac-

pier-she-

back.

e
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"'Oh yes,' said Ybab In her silvery
IB voice. 'I want to be singing all the

I

The Fairies'
Messages

time.'

"'That is the way you must make
the children feel, Ybab,' said the Fairy
Queen. 'They must feel so happy every minute. They must be Joyous and
have such good times and make everyone around them happy. Don't forget, little Fairies,' she added, 'to tell
the Children to wake VP every morning with a smile. That will be such
SI
Ba
a good start for the day.'
" 'We won't forget,' said the Fairies.
Mary Graham Bonner
8
"And off they went. All over the
Enrth they flew and they wore their
Lll3t3t3t3t3t(Copyright.)
invisible robes that no one can see but
HE Fairies," said a Fairy. To homes and homes they
Daddy, "all went and over every child sleeping
thought
they that night they whispered the Fairy
were going to Queen's messages.
"Ybab sang her song, and before she
have a wonderful
party until the had finished, a smile came on the face
of
each child who heard her.
Fairy Queen said,
the Fairies returned to Fairy"There la land"When
where the Fairy Queen was wait- work for us to
do.'
"Of course the
Fairies love their
work as they do
their play so they
smiled when the
Fairy Queen told
them there was
work for them to do.
"'And whnt Is It?' asked Princess

i

Twlllght-Bell-

jaw

.

"It's a corking good thing," he an"'Yes, tell us what tha work Is to
nounced In an odd tone. "We don't be,' said the Fairy Princess Joy.
get many like It; but the workman"'Shall we play and make music?1
ship on this is immense ! Call It three asked Fairy Ybab.
hundred at the outside,"
"'Dear me," said the Fairy Queen.
"What!" Mrs. Merrllees blazed In- How can I ever answer so many
dignantly. "Three hundred thousand questions at once?'
Ridiculous! Look at the
dollars!
"The Fairies laughed and then watted for the Fairy Queen to tell them
"No, ma'am," the appraiser inter what she wanted them to do.
rupted with mournful decision, "not
'"When the New Year comes,' said
three hundred thousand, but Just the Fairy Queen, 'We must plan new
three hundred dollars; duty a hun- work.'
" 'Oh yes,' agreed all the Fairies.
dred and eighty (sixty per cent ad
val.), and If you like I'll get someone
"'It needn't exactly be new,' said
else to size It up and see If maybe the Fairy Queen, 'but we must start
we can't shade that a bit."
off afresh In our work and get others
"Wha-at!- "
Mrs. Merrllees
almost to start off afresh too.'
" 'We shall do that,' said the Fairies.
shrieked.
"'And,' continued the Fairy Queen,
"If It was real stuff I'd be sure,
ma'am," the appraiser apologized; 'we shall all go forth today and whis"but you can't always tell about these per secrets to the Children.'
'"What sorts of secrets?' asked the
imitations like ' you can regular

IDEALS FOR THE
NEW YEAR
By Dr. William DeWltt Hyde.
welch the material te the
ciile of the personal, and
Ufe by the standard
of love i
To prise health aa eoataTlona
happiness, wealth as potential
service, repntatloa as latent Influence, learning for tha llbt It
can ahed, power for the help It
can
station for the good It
can do,
To choose la each case what Is
good on the whole and accept
cheerfully lacldeatal evlla Involved i
To pnt my whole self Into all
lndulaje no slnaie
that I do and expense
desire, at the
of myself
mm a whole
To crowd oat fear by devotion
to doty, and see present nnd future as one) to treat other as I
would be treated, aad myself as I
would my best friend
To lend no ell to the foolish,
but to let my llnht ahina freely
for all i
To make no rata by another's
.loss, and buy no pleasure with
another's pslnino thought of anTo harbor
other which I would be unwilling
should knowi
that other
To aay not h Ins; unkind to
amuse myself, and nothing; false
please
others
to
To take no pride tn weaker
men's fallings, and bear no malice toward those who do
To pity the selflah no les than
the proud aa much as
the poor,
the cruel even
the outcast, and
more than the oppressed i
To worship God In all that Is
good and true and beautiful,
To aerve Christ wherever a sad
made happy or a
heart can be
set right f and to
wronf will
God's comlna; klnadom tn
every Institution and person that
not her.
to love i
helps

TO

WHAT NEW YEAR'S SIGNIFIES

bill"

"Whisper Secrets to the Children."
ing for them, though she had been off
on a trip too, tbey told her of their
work.
"'Ah,' she said, 'they will be happy
now I feel quite sure, and though they
may not know that the Fairies have
been to see them, they will somehow
feel better and we know that It will
be because of the Fairies !' " .

Time to Resume Another Journey of
Ufe, Starting Out With
Clean 8late.

The need of getting a convenient
division of time into days and years
which correspond with the movements
of the earth and sun is not sufficient
explanation of the New Year's festival.
That need Is wholly mechanical,
mathematical,
and serviceable. The
mood of New Year's Is not mechanical,
or serviceable. It is
mathematical,
new wholly one of abandon
and heedless- -

It's Worth While.
A new year Is surely worth a
Fairies.
effort.
"'We shall tell them,' said the Fairy
Queen, 'that to be happy they must be
cheerful and pleasant. We will tell
The whole party of friends of
them to see how wonderfully It works
Mrs. Merrllees get the surprise
Year
Just to give It a fair trial. Tell them
of their lives when the customs
every
bright
up
a
get
morning
to
with
disa
make
inspectors
certain
Another year It now ttarting.
smile for everyone they meet. And
covery. It's all told In the next
At midnight I heard the belle
then they will see how much happier
Installment.
ring
everyone.'
it makes
Their
final farewell to the old
"That's a splendid Idea,' said the
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
year;
Fairies.
Oh, what win the new year
"'And Ybab with her Fairy orchesFox Worried by Food Problem.
Mngt
will sing little songs while they
It Is not often that the sly fox re- tra
veals to man his method of securing sleep and somehow or other when
Bhadow
and then tome iu
his dally rations; so that men of Can- they wake up the next day they will
shine
ton Centre, Conn., who were hauling be so happy. They will dot quite know
'neither can alwayt Uut;
logs were quite surprised recently to why but we will know that It la
Borrow and pain and pleasure
see a large red fox on the hillside only Ybab'a wondrous fairy music'
Just at the year (hat's poet.
" 'Ah,' smiled Ybab, 'how happy that
about ten rods from the team. He was
not the least bit disturbed. Suddenly makes me ! I always love to sing and
Hone
can foretell the future,
he leaped into the air and pounced play. I think I shall sing them a song
It'i hidden beyond our gate;
onto the snow. This operation was re- like this, and Fairy Ybab waved her
But mott of the year that' com"
peated several times, the fox Jump- wand and sang:
ing
"'Music, music makes ns glad.
ing several feet Into the air each time,
Will be made of commonplace
" "Crossness only makes us sad.
lie was doubtless trying to break
day.
" 'So let's be happy, bright and gay,
through the crust and catch the mice
" 'And then we'll love both work and
which he heard burrowing under the
Horning
and noon and evening
play.'
snow. The hard, deep snow makes it
Filled up with tittle thing;
" That will be a fine song,' said the
much harder for the foxes to catch the
Day of rest and of labor
little animals except when they are Fairy Queen. 'I am sure the Children
Thete are what each year
running for cover. Hartford Couranf. will love it Of course they will hear
bringt.
it while they sleep and when they
awake they will have forgotten the
Carrier Swift Flyer.
Go
on
then Mo the future.
they
words
will
but
remember
the
It Is estimated that In calm weather
With never a thought of fear:
a carrier pigeon can fly at the rate of meaning of the song.'
Trutting the hand that lead ut
"'And when shall we start?1 asked
1,200 yards a minute ; with the help of
To guide for another year.
speed the Princess Twlllght-Bela moderate wind it will attain
""Let's get started very soon,' said
Grace Bulk ley.
of 1,540 yards, and before a strong
the Fairy Princess Joy.
wind 2,000 yards.

stones."

Another

It is such because the day representa
an accounting and a sponging of the
slate. Life needs renewed beginnings.
It cannot lead away across unbroken
and unmarked plains. It must have
Its definite stops, Its prospects In the
Intimate future. The traveler must
have in thought as he goes along the
road a possibility of a comfortable ending of the duy at an Inn.
We seek constantly a realization of
completeness, of a beginning, a middle, and an end. Life, which Is formless, must have form given it It
must have Its stopping places, where
it relaxes by a fire and is genial. It
cannot go on traveling without defined

purpose, with no objective, with no
inns Inviting by the light through social windows. It must have objectives
In the near prospect.
It seeks a definite and well laid out
plan, a scheme, and, therefore, regardless of the need of dividing time Into
periods which can be used for the material needs of people, It makes periods
which satisfy the demand for an ob-

jective.
The New Year's festival Is an Inn
which folk reach at the end of a long
Journey.
They sit a while and are
merry. They take up their journey
again. Clifford Raymond.
Wholly Up to You.

L

If

the best year of yonr
life, you have only yourself to blame.
1918 Is not

ESTANCIA
to that country of a
hearted
larger life and greater opportunities.

NEWS-HERAL-

weU-oni-

AGRICULTURE THE
MAINSTAY OF THE

The United States and Canada
Have a Great Responsibility.
This Is the dny when (lie farmer
has his Innings. The time was when
he was dubbed the "farmer," the
"mossbDck," and In a tone that could
never have been called derisive, but
still there was In It the Inflection that
he was occupying an Inferior position.
The stiff upper Hp that the farmer carried, warded off any approach that Ills
occupation was a degrading one. His
hour arrived, though, and for some
years past he has been looked up to as
occupying a high position.
Agriculture, by a natural trend of
economic conditions, stands out today
In strong relief, as the lender in the
world's pursuits. Never In the nation's
history have the eyes of the world
been so universally focused on the
farm. The farmer Is the man of Importance ; the manufacturer of Its most
necessary product, and he now enjoys
the dual satisfaction of reaping a maximum of profit, as a result of his operations, while he also becomes n strong
factor In molding the world's destinies.
business men, proManufacturers,
fessional men and bankers realize the
Importance of agriculture, and gladly
acknowledge It as the twin sister to
commerce; In commercial, financial
and political crisis, the tiller of the
soil takes the most Important place.
Maximum prices, the highest In many
decades, show the world's recognition
of the necessary requirement for more
farm stuffs. The time was coming
when this would have been brought
about automatically,
but war time
conditions urged It forward, while the
farmer was able to secure land at reasonable prices. Throughout several of
the Western states this condition exists, as also In Western Canada.
Never has such a condition been
known In commercial Ufe. It Is truly
an opportunity of a lifetime. Large
and small manufacturing concerns and
practically every other line of business have been limited In their profits
to the point of almost heroic sacrifice,
while It Is possible today to reap dividends In farming unequnled In any
other line.
Thirty, and as high as fifty bushels
of wheat per acre at $2.20 per bushel
and all other farm produce on a similar basis, grown and produced on land
available at from $15 to $40 per acre
represents a return of. profit despite
higher cost, of labor and machinery,
that. In many cases runs even higher
than 100 of an annual return on the
amount Invested. Such Is the present
day condition In Western Canada. How
long It will last, no one can foretell.
Prices for farm produce will likely remain high for many years. Certainly,
the low prices of past years will not
come again In this generation.
The
lands referred to, are low In price at
present, but they will certainly Increase to their naturally productive
value as soon as the demand for them
necessitates this Increase, and this day
Is not far distant. This demand Is
growing dally; the farmer now on the
ground Is adding to his holdings while
prices are low; the agriculturist on
high priced lands Is realizing that he
Is not getting all the profit that his
neighbor In Western Canada Is securing; the tenant farmer Is seeking a
home of his own, which he can buy
on what he was paying out for rent,
and many are forsnklng the crowded
cities to grasp these unprecedented op-

To Wpsiern Canada belongs the distinguished honor of being the holder
of all world's championships In wheat
and oats for both quality and quantity.
For many years in succession Western
Canada hus proven her claim for supremacy In the most keenly contested
National exhibitions and to her Is credited the largest wheat and ont yields
America has known The natural conditions peculiar to Western Canada
and so adaptable to grain growing has
been an insurmountable barrier for her
competitors to overcome. In the last
few years the yields of wheat and
oats per acre have surprised the agricultural world. As much as sixty bushels of wheat per acre has been grown
on some farms, while others have furnished affidavits showing over fifty
bushels of wheat per acre, and oats as
high ns one hundred and twenty bushels per acre.
One reputable farmer
makes affidavit to a crop return of over
fifty-fou- r
thousand bushels of wheat
from a thousand acres. While this Is
rather the exception thnn the rule,
these yields serve to illustrate the fertility of the soli and the possibilities
of the country, when good farming
methods are adopted. Western Canada can surely lay undisputed claim to
being "The World's natural bread basket." Advertisement.
Not Making a Cent.
The father, in this moral little tale,
is a local manufacturer. Things hadn't
been going well at the works, and he
cume home tired the other evening.
Hut the father la never too tired to
help Willie with his arithmetic. So
when Willie looked up from his book
and asked :
"Father, how many cents make a
dime?"
"Ten," replied father.
"And how many mills muke a cent?"
pursued Willie.
"Not a darn one of 'em, till this coal
situation loosens up!" answered father, emphatically.
Uncertain About Tibet.
We are glad that Tibet Is ready to
Join the allies, even though we never
can remember whether the llama Is
the ruler of that country or the sheep
which are herded by the Lnssu. as
shown fn the geography. Kansas City
Times.
Take LAXATIVA BROMO QU1MNB Tableta.
Drusglsia refund money If It falla to ear. M. W.
c.
ailuvB'SalgnatnrelaoneMhboz.

Conservation.
She had long been noted for her
economy in the culinary line, but It remained for conservation to bring out
Just what she could do, relates an exchange.
They sat down to dinner and the
soup was served. To the
it did not seem familiar. It
certainly was a new variety for, floating on Its surface were queer little
puff balls. He prodded one and then
he tasted. They were good and he
tried another, but curiosity getting the
better, he Inquired: "Would you kindly teU me just what this is I am eating?"
"Well," she replied, "If you must
know, there was one batter cuke left
from breakfast and I put it In the
soup."

Imoortantta Mothara

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it

Bears the
Signature of.
In Use for Over 30 Yeurs.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori

Boystrous and Girlstrous.
Mary's mother objected to her asso
ciating with a little girl In the neigh
borhood and thought that she ought to
be contented In playing with Tommy,
her small brother.
portunities.
She once said to Mary, "I don't like
owner
the
The tenant farmer, and
you to play with that little girl, she is
of high priced lnnd. Is now awakening too boisterous.
to the realization that he Is not getMary replied, "You won't let me
ting the return for his lubor and In- piny with her because she Is too boy
vestment that It Is possible to secure In strous and I won't play with Tommy
Western Canada. Thousands are mak- because he is a sissy he Is too glrl- ing trips of Inspection to personally In- strous."
vestigate conditions and to acquaint
themselves with the broadening beneCatarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
fits derived by visiting Western Can- by local applications as they cannot reach
ada. Such trips awaken In a progres- the diseased portion of the ear. There Is
one way to cure uaiarrnai ueamess,
sive man that natural desire to do only
a nrt that la hv a constitutional remadv.
bigger things, to accomplish as much HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE acts
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
as his neighbor, and frequently result through
Catarrhal Deafneas la
of the System.
In convincing and satisfying him that caused by an - Inflamed condition of the
Tube.
Uod'g most fertile outdoors, with a big mucous lining- of the Eustachian
this tube Is Inflamed you have a
supply of nature's best climatic and When
rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing-- and
health-givinla the
g
conditions lies In West- when It Is entirely closed, Deafness
reresult. Unless the Inflammation can benorern Canada.
duced and thla tube restored to Its
condition, hearing- may be destroyed
The days of pioneering are over; the mal
Many cases of Deafness are
forever.
seeker after a new home travels caused by Catarrh, which Is an Inflamed
or tne raucous ourracea
through all parts of the country on the condition
DOLLARS
for any
ONE HUNDREDDpAfneaa
nt Catorrhnl
same good railway trains as he has
that Pflnnot
CATARRH
by
HALL'S
be
cured
on
been accustomed to at home, but
HEOIUinjy.
which he has been accorded a special
All Drugulsts TSc. Circulars free.
railway rate of about one cent a mile. F. J. Cheney A Co.. Toledo. Ohio.
He finds good roads for automoblllng
Quantity.
and other traffic; rural telephone lines
"You prefer beans to pork?"
owned by the provincial governments ;
"Yes. Pork shrinks in cooking.
rural schools and churches situated
conveniently to all ; well appointed and Beans swell."
homelike buildings, and everywhere an
Gen. Cipriano Castro has become a
Indication of general prosperity; cities
and towns with all modern Improve- sugar cane farmer In Venezuela.
ments, and what Is the most convincThe man who thinks he knows It all
ing factor In his decision, a satisfied
and prosperous people, with a whole Is the personification of Ignorance.

Kansas Germ Free Fluid Vaccine

WRITTEN RECORD
OF ATROCITIES
Diaries of (enrían Soldiers Tell
of Murder and Pillage in
Belgian Cities.
CALLED

"DISGRACE TO ARMY"

Made Between Innocent and Guilty Infants Shot
In Dead Mothers' Arms Testimony of Brand Whitlock.

No Discrimination

Very many German soldiers whn
have been taken prisoner had kept
diaries, and these have been confi-cale- d
by the captors. Many have
been published, frequently with facsimile reproductions to guarantee
The following
extracts, with the testimony of
Brand Whitlock, are made public by
the committee on public information
at Washington:

their authenticity.

"Aug. 23. . . . Our men came d.ick
and said that at the point where the
valley joined the Meuse we could not
get any further, as the villagers were
shooting at us from every house. We
shot the whole lot 16 of them. They
were drawn up in three ranks; the
same shot did for three at a time.
. . . The men had already shown

...

their brutal Instincts;
"The sight of the bodies of all the
Inhabitants who had been shot was
Every house In the
Indescribable.
We
whole village was destroyed.
dragged the villagers one after another out of the most unlikely corners.
The men were shot as well as the
women and children who were In the
convent, since shots had been fired
from the convent windows; and we
burnt It afterwards.
"The Inhabitants might have escaped the penalty by handing over the
guilty and paying 15,000 francs.
"The Inhabitants fired on our men
again.
The division took drastic
steps to stop this, the villages being
burnt and the Inhabitants being shot.
The pretty little village of Gue
d'Ossus, however, was apparently set
on fire without cause. A cyclist fell
off his mnchlne and his rifle went off.
He immediately said he had been shot
at. All the inhabitants were burnt
In the houses. I hope there will be no
more such horrors.
"Disgrace to Our Army."
"At Leppe apparently 200 men were
shot. There must have been some innocent men among them. In future
we shall have to hold an Inquiry as
to their guilt Instead of shooting
them.
"In the evening we marched to
Maubert-FontalnJust as we were
having our meal the alarm was soundvery
jumpy.
ed everyone Is
"September 3. Still at Itetliel, on
guard over prisoners. . . . The houses
are charming Inside. The middle class
in France hus magnificent furniture.
We found stylish pieces everywhere
and beautiful silk, but In what n stutc
. . . Every bit of
. . . Good God
furniture broken, mirrors smashed.
could not
themselves
Vanduls
The
have done more damage. This place
Is a disgrace to our army. The Inhabitants who fled could not have expected, of course, that all their goods
would have been left intact after so
many troops had passed. But the column commanders are responsible for
the greater part of the damage, as
they could have prevented the looting
and destruction. The damage amounts
to millions of marks; even the sufes
have been attacked.
"In a solicitor's house, In which, as
luck would have It, all was In excellent taste, Including a collection of
old lace and Eastern works of art,
everything was smashed to bits.
"I could not resist taking a little
memento myself here and there. . . .
One house was particularly elegant,
everything in the best taste. The hall
was of light oak; I found a splendid
raincoat under the staircase and a
(From the diary
camera for Felix."
of .an officer In the One Hundred
Seventy-eight- h
regiment, Twelfth Saxon corps.)
But his horror apparently was not
shared by the Germun commander In
chief, as la evident from the follow-

ing:

"Order.
"To the People of Liege.
"The population of Andenne, after
making a display of peaceful Intentions toward our troops, attacked them
In the most treacherous manner. With
my authorization, the general commanding these troops has reduced the
town to ashes and has had 110 persons
shot. .
"I bring this fact to the knowledge
of the people of Liege In order that
they may know what fate to expect
dbould they adopt a similar attitude.
"GENERAL VON BUELOW."

CURIOUS CONDENSATIONS

Mrs. Sarah Ann Pickup, aged sevens-eiof Providence, It. I., has In the
ast two years knit 102 pairs of heavy
with a proven record on over half a million calves, has by actual test made jroolen socks.
(rood everywhere and has stood the test of time. It it safe to use at any ume.
The granite produced In the United
It is easy Stntes In 1916 was valued at $17,418,-J8Cannot give the disease to calve or spread disease in pasture.
22 per cent of the value of the enLeading cattlemen are using it exclusively ask any of them.
to administer.
stone output.
tire
blackleg.
book
on
free
and
Write us for names
gjp
Out of a total world production In
1815 of lnO.OOO tons of rubber Brazil
THE KANSAS BLACKLEG SERUM CO.
ffi
Denver. Colo. contributed ST,000 tons, or about 23
101 Stockyard Exchange

(C0r

ght,

In his report of September 12. 1017,
to the secretary of tute, Minister
Whitlock hus much to tell of (he policy of frlghtfulness.
The following
passages refer to the subject of massacres ;
"Summary executions took place (at
Dlnant) without the least semblance
of judgment. The names and number
of the victims are not known, but they
I have been unmust be numerous.
able to obtain precise details In this
respect and the number of persons
who have fled Is unknown. Among the
persons who were shot are: Mr.
mayor of Dlnant; Sasserath,
first alderman; Nlminer, aged seventy : Consul for the Argentine Republic
Victor Poncelet, who was executed in
the presence of his wife and seven
children; Wasselge and his two sons;
Messrs. Gustnve and- - Leon Nlcaise,
two very old men; Jules Monin and
others all shot In the cellar of their
brewery; Mr. Camllle I'lstte and son,
aged seventeen; Philllppnrt Pledfort,
his wife and daughter; Miss Marsig-ny- .
During the execution of about
forly Inhabitants of Dlnant the Germans placed before the condemned
their wives and children. It is thus
that Madam Alhin who had just given
birth to a child, three days previously,
was brought on a mattress by German
soldiers to witness the execution of
her husband ; her cries and supplications were so pressing that her
Ufe was spared."
Forced to Witness Executions.
"On the 20th of August German soldiers entered various streets (of Lou-vnland ordered the Inhabitants of
the houses to proceed to the Place de
la Station, where the bodies of nearly
a dozen assassinated persons were lying. Women and children were separated from the men and forced to remain on the Place de la Stution during the whole day. They had to witness the execution of many of their
fellow citizens, who were for the most
part shot at the side of the square,
near the house of Mr. Hemalde. The
women and children, after having remained on the square for more than
15 hours, were allowed to depart. The
Gardes Clviques of Louvatn were also
taken prisoners and sent to Germany,
to the camp of Munster, where they
were held for several weeks.
"On Thursday, August 27, order was
given to the Inhabitants to leave Lou-vai- n
because the city was to be bomOld men, women, children,
barded.
the sick, priests, nuns, were driven on
0
the roads like cattle. More than
of the Inhabitants were driven as
far as Tlrlemont, nearly 12 miles from
Louvain.
Infants Shot In Mothers' Arms.
"One of the most sorely tried communities was that of the little village
of Tamines, down In what Is known
as the Borlnage, the coal fields near
Tamines Is a mining vilCharleroi.
lage in the Sambre; it Is a collection
of small cottages sheltering about
Inhabitants, mostly all poor laborers.
"The little graveyard In which the
church stands bears its mute testimony to the horror of the event. There
graves, each
are hundreds of new-mad- e
with Its small wooden cross and Its
so close;
are
crosses
bit of flowers the
ly huddled that there Is scarcely room
to walk between them. The crosses
are alike and all bear the same date,
the sinister dote of August 22, 1914."
"But whether their hands were cut
off or not, whether they were Impaled
on bayonets or not, children were shot
down, by military order. In cold blood.
In the awful crime of the Rock of Bay-orthere overlooking the Meuse below Dlnant, Infants In their mothers'
arms were shot down without mercy.
The deed, never surpassed In cruelty
by any bund of savages, Is described
by the bishop of Namur himself:
" 'One scene surpasses In horror all
others; it is the fusillade of the
Itocher Bayard near Dlnant. It appears to have been ordered by Colonel
This fusillade made many
Melstcr.
victims among the nearby parishes,
especially those of des Rivages and
Neffe. It caused the death of nearly
90 persons, without distinction of age
or sex. Among the victims were babies in arms, boys and girls, fathers
niul mothers of families, even old
men.
Dead Children in Pile of Bodies.
" 'It was there thut 12 children under
the age of six perished from the fire
of the executioners, six of them as
they lay In their mothers' arms:
" 'The child Flevet, three weeks old.
" 'Maurice Betems, eleven months
old.
" 'Nelly Poller, eleven months old.
" 'Gllda Genon, eighteen months old.
" 'Gllda Marehot, two years old.
" 'Clura Struvuy, two years and six
months,
"'The pile of bodies comprised also
many children from six to fourteen
years. Eight large families have en
tirely disappeared.
Four have but one
Those men that escaped
survivor.
death and many of whom were rid
dled with bullets were obliged to
bury In a summary and hasty fashion
their fathers, mothers, brothers or sisters; then after having been relieved
of their money and being placed In
chains they were sent to Cassel (Prus-
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8TATE DEPARTMENT GIVES OUT
FURTHER FACTS ABOUT GERMAN DIPLOMATIC TRICKERY.
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Strange War Craft.
mía iif thp HtrHiiuest war
vessels ever proposed have lieen
Neare
Service.
Newapaper
Union
Wcalarn
t,i tttn minnpil nf miliftnal de
Washington.
The amazing story of fense, sii.vs Popular Mechanics Maga how Count Luxburg, German charge zine. The craft Is an enormous oceauthtit la Intended tO
at Buenos Aires, used his official po- tFolntr
perform much the same service for the
sition to spy out prizes for German
ridiculed officials to whom he navy us the British anil French tonus
daily was professing the utmost hiiva for th nlliorl nrnifo. AlttlOUCll
friendship, and held at his disposal highly visionary and entirely untried,
a debauchery fund of ft least half a it has novelty and potential iwwer Timt
Iti nililltifitl fn liellllf
million dollars, was revealed by the flran-- aftuntln
amphibious to a certain degree. It is
State Department.
capable or great apeeti.
Secretary of State Lansing made theoretically
v.uciunHuiiv it ranuiMtn of two hie con
public all of the cablegrams and mes
supplied
sages which Luxburg sent in code to nected cylinders that are
their outer rims with adjustthe German foreign office in Berlin around
horizontal
axle ofthrough the Swedish legation to Ar- able paddles. The
space for a crew and isgyro- gentina, with three exceptions. These fers
scoplcally stabilized to support o ngiit-tnn- exceptions were withheld because they
inflgr.
Oitnoslte ends of the axis
dealt entirely with affairs of Chile ure utilized as gun turrets.
and Uruguay.
Accompanying the telegrams was a
IIIm Yha. rteaa Mai f ffw4 Read
of lu tenia and laxaure effect, Laaatlre
communication
from the Argentine Beoauae
Rbonl
Bromo Quinine can be taken br anyone
nerrousneaa or ringing In the tusad There,
minister of foreign attain saying that causing
la only one "Bromo Quinine. A W. ttBOVHU
to
by
him
80c.
they had been forwarded
algnaiurelaon box.
the Argentine ambassador In WashA Berlin Advertisement.
ington, Dr. Romulo 8. Naon, who had
In Germany now there are advertisesecured them from the State Depart
ment.
He makes It plain that the ments which are not only news, but
messages are for the most part with- Imply a great deal outside of the direct
news sought to be conveyed.
out foundation in fact.
As' an Instance the Berlin Tages
One of the cablegrams gives in deZeltung recently contained a want ad.
tail the sailing of three ships from Ar- rending
as follows: "For exchange, !W
gentina ports with their destination,
laborers, 20 men and 80 girls,
Polish
especially
them,
of
description
a
and
bearing on their low visibility because for the same number of other hands."
Polish laborers In Germany are not
of their being deeply loaded.
permitted to change masters or to
already
Germany,
as
Another tells
move from place to place without gov
has been made known, to express re- ernment authorization. With such au
gret that her submarine commander thorization, however, the masters can
was "forced" to sink the steamer Toro make exchanges, as we trade horses
and saying that this action was due and mules, or as our housewives exto the vessel carrying contraband.
change sonp grease for soap, or obi
Through several of the messages is rags for door mats, kitchen tins and
sharp ridicule of the Argentina offi- such. Kxchnnge. '
cials with whom Count Luxburg came
In contact.
SYRUP
GERMAN
BOSCHEE'S
Indicating that Luxburg was at all
times in communication with German
Why nse ordinary cough remedies,
submarines at sea or the great wire- when Boschee's German Syrup has
less station through which Germany been used so snccessfully for fifty-on-e
has sent her wireless boats to victory yenrs In all parts of the United
throughout the world, Is another mes- States for coughs, bronchitis, colds
sage In which he announces that the settled In the throat, especially lung
"receiving station has been installed troubles. It gives the patient a good
night's rest, free from coughing, with
as per Instructions."
in the morning,
On June 30 last, Luxburg reported easy expectoration
that his bank balance was $500,000. gives nature n chance to soothe the
Commenting on this officials of the inflnmed parts, throw oft the disease,
State Department said possession of helping the patient to regain hl
such a huge sum was extraordinary health. Sold In all civilized countries,
for a man in the position of the Ger- 30 and 00 cent bottles. Adv.
man charge.
Homelike.
One of the messages revealed that
charmingly
There Is something
Luxburg had Induced the President of
Argentina to seek a secret agreement homelike to Americans in at least one
alleged
passage
Interview
recent
of
a
with Chile and Bolivia, a mutual
a newspaper correspondent
for protection against between Russian
revolutionary Foreign
and the
North America.
Mr. Trotzky. Said the RusIt also showed that everything pos Minister,
sian official, ns the correspondent resible had been done to have Peru ports him : "A few of our Intellectuals
brought Into such an agreement.
held ministerial posts got cold
deals largely who
The correspondence
feet recently and resigned." Cold feet !
with efforts made by the German What is Russian for cold feet? Chrisminister to prevent any rupture of re tian Science Monitor.
lations with Argentina, and through
out the dispatches there was a warnAn Ultimatum.
ing to his government to flatter the
"Henry, we must raise the salary of
Argentinians and to word the note In our house girl."
reply to the Argentine protest against
"Why, she's the worst we've ever
the sinking of the steamer Toro In had."
such a way as not to offend them.
"That doesn't make any difference.
Another of the Luxburg messages The GUthersbys next door pay their
in girl 50 cents a week more than we pny
boasted that he had succeeded
reaching an understanding with Pres- ours, and I'm not going to have my soident Irigoyen. This proved particu- cial standing In this community Jeolarly offensive to Argentina, it is now pardized for a paltry half dollar."
known.
Bed Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
Evidence of the apparent pliability farther than liquid blue. Get from any
of the Argentine President and of the grocer. Adv.
opposition of Minister of Foreign Af
Some Pictures.
fairs Puerreydon is disclosed in many
picture
know motion
Bill You
Frequent reference
of the dispatches.
films showing the entire process of
Is made by the charge to difficulty
honey-makiiimade
by
have
bees
been
he was having In dealing with the for
eign minister, but emphasis Is placed by a United States government expert.
Jill Is that right?
upon the ease with which he commu
"Sure, and they are said to be so
nicated with the President.
the lifelike that the day after they were
In a statement accompanying
telegrams, the Argentine foreign mln first produced an epidemic of hives
Ister announced that there were three broke out among the population."
messages not published, as they re
I
In Sporting Term.
lated solely to Chile and Uruguay.
Friend Why did yoit bring back
They have been delivered to those that regiment of boxers you took
governments.
Weren't they brave enough
abroad?
An Indication of the means used by to fight?
Count Luxburg to evade detection in
Captain They were brave enough
communicating
with his government all right, but they wanted to name
is found In one dispatch where refer- their own referee, have the Germain
ence is made to his fear that the "se put up a side bet of $10.000,000 and
cret wire" had been discovered. An stage the fight In New York or Milother refers to an Interruption of his waukee. Puck.
wire.
sia).'"
The Concluding Message.
A telegram dated July 20 last an
Samuel Gompers Is planning to nounced the completion of a "receiv
unionize all of the 600,000 civil emfor the wave length
ployees of the government. It Is said ing plant" and ask
of the great wireless station at Nauen.
with President Wilson's sanction.
The concluding message, dated July
More than 600,000.000 gallons of mineral water are now used in the United 19, said:
Slates each year in the manufacture
"As long as Chile is neutral Ger
of soft drinks.
many will be able, after the war, to
'
The war trade board has mude a earry out her South American policy
statement to the effect that hereafter Just as well, if not more easily, in op
ill npplicntlons made lo the board for position to an Infatuated and mis
licenses lo trade with an enemy must guided Argentina, as with Argentina
be In duplicate. Both copies must be on her side."
ne
war trade boan'
o
i
iHtttw

fi.

mm
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Estancia

News-Heral-

d

Pablished every Thnridar

J. A. CONSTANT,EJitorand Owner.
Kntred as sooond class matter Jauaary 11,
1907,1o ttao poBtotHoe at Estancia, N. MM under
the Act of Cnnirressnf Haroh 8. 1907.
Subscription

$i.S0 per year in advance

valuation of $9,037,750.

State of New Mexico, County of

proved.

For state general Funds.
Int. and sinking .0035
State road chap.

of Julian
The appointment
Sanchez as jailer to continue for
the remainder of the term of
.0010
917
the sheriff or until revoked is
presented and approved.
Maintenance public schools, sec.
In the matter of a claim due
. 0005
1, ch.
one Mr. Abernathy for
as attorney
Abernathy
for
said
that
.0054148,803.85
Total for state
he shall have to furnish affidafunds.
special
For state
vits of the authority of C. B.
Sheep sanitary
Hambrick and from Mr. Dillon
.0050
$611,375
valuafn
showing
that said Hambrick was
Hog cholera valthen acting road foreman and
uation $3,082 .0035
that he Mr. Dillon was a mem.0085 $1,569.17 ber of the road Doard at that
Total for state
funds. time.
For general county
The board examines butcher
Valuation of $9,037,750,
bond of T. L. Capt in duplicate
Court sec. 1369
.00023
and approves the same.
cod'n
General county .00135
The petition of B. B. Spencer
Wild animal
for correction of taxes on lot 3
.00063
bounty
block 9 Mountainair is presented
.0005
Judgment
and recommended.
The petition of Candelario
Total within five
.00036 $24,492.29 Perea for correction of a double
mill limit
assessment
is presented and
County road
after examination is recomend-ed- .
emergency fund, 00036
38-1-

79-1- 915

SPECIAL SESSION
November 20th, 1917.
The Honorable Board of county commissioners of Torrance
county met this day with all
members present, the sheriff,
the clerk and the interpreter.
The minutes of the meeting of
October 22 as well as those of
November 12th having been deferred at the last meeting are ordered read, and after such readings are appproved and the min
utes of the meeting of November
12 are hereby amended as to an
omission as follows:
having been
An omission
made from the minutes of the
last session as to thq approval of
the tax levies as finally fixed by
the board of county commissioners which are as follows, on a

Int sec 3641

cod.
Sinking sec 3641
.00010
Cod.
Total for gen- eral co. funds .00646 $58,383.86
districts special
For school
fur, 3:
Diet. No.
.0104
4
DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL
.0004
6
.010
7
Torrance County Abstract Co.
".0007
8
A. R. POOL, Manager
.0005
10
N. MEX. 11
ESTANCIA.
.007
Fifteen years experience as an Ab.0025
stracter. See us before placing your 13
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
.0005
16
.0031
T. W1CHMAN 18
.0011
20
Physician and Surgeon
.0041
22
Office in rear of Estancia Savings Bank 23
.004
Building
.003
27
ESTANCIA, N. M.
.00016
28
.004
30
D. S. KING
.0035
34
"
County Surveyor
.0041
35
Agrimensor de Condado
.0047
38
.0028
46
Mcintosh, N. M.
.0036
45
.010
47
v
W. ti. MASON
.010
48
49
.010
Physician and Optician
Village of Estancia, valA
SPECIALTY
REFRACTING
uation of $152,735
.0015
Omee
Estancia, N.M.
The board also further amends
North Main St,
the minutes of November 12th
by adding thereto that the board
orders that the district attorney
or his assistant take steps to
Physician and Surgeon
at Abo
Office practice and consultation.
Treat jog have a certain saloon
oí Eyes and Fittiogof litaeses a Spocialty.
closed and that license therefor
Office at Drug Store
MODNTAINAIR, N. II.
heretofore issued be revoked and
held for naught.
Comes now R. L. Strong and
Chas. P. Easley
Chas. R. Easley
moves to the county commissionEASLEY & EASLEY
ers for the appropriation of the
Attorneys at Law
sum of $30.40 for defraying part
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept. of the traveling expenses of the
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
members of the boys and girls
SANTA FE, N. M.
club that are to go to the en-

DR. II.

The official bond of Natividad
Salas, as constable for Precinct
No. 13, is presented and approved.

"

Tor-

NOTICE

rance,
In the District Court.
Ben Donlin, Plaintiff,
vs.
R. E. Cargo, Defendant.
So. 760.
NOTICE OF SUIT.
To the above named defendant:
You are hereby notified that the
above named plaintiff has begun a suit
againat you in the above named court
for recovery of $685.48, together with
interest at 12 per cent from date until
paid and 10 per cent additional as attorneys fees, which said sum of money
is evidenced by a promissory note dated
March 23d, 1917, and payable ninety
days after date; and also to foreclose a
chattel mortgage given by you for the
better securing of the above mentioned
note, whereby you conveyed certain
personal, property, which said mortgage
is dated March 23, 1917, and recorded
in the records of Torrance County at
Page 41, Book Al of the records of
Chattel Mortgages of Baid County.
You are herebey further notified
that if you fail to appear, answer or
or before the 18th day of
Slead on 1918,
default will be taken
against you, and the relief prayed for
will be granted.
Plaintiff's attorneys are Heacock &
Cornell, whose postoffice address is Albuquerque, New Mexico.
(Seal of Court) JULIAN SALAS,
Clerk.
By T. B, RAPKOCH,
Deputy.
HOW

TO

PREVENT

.....

5

Jan.
Store of Joe Davis
"
Store White & Laws
"
House of Jesus S. y Ballejos
"
House of Jesus Candelaria
"
House of Simon Romero
"
House of Epifanio Chavez
"
House of Pedro Lucero
House of Daniel Torres
'
Store of Donaciano Aragón
"
Office of Chas. L. Burt
Feb
House of Gil Perea
Torrance County Bank
Postoftice
Store of H. A. Mirabal
"
Postoffiea
"
House of Ventura Duran
"
Store of Willard Merc. Co. ,
"
'
House of JesuB Ma. Abeyta
"
Store of E. A. Mattingly
January and
Court House

15
17

Jaratnillo

17 and 18,
19 .
21
22
23 and 24
25 and 26
28

"29
"8031 Feb.

Punta
Abo
Mountainair

Estancia

1

2

"4
"8
"9

Willard
Cedarvale
11 Pinos Wells
20 Varney
10 Duran
12 Encino
9 Palma
14
Lucy
6

18

7

DATE

PLACE

PRECINCT
Moriarty
16
Mcintosh
19
Lucero
1 Taj que
2 Torreón
3 Manzano
4 Ciénega
8

13

ie

and

5

U

12 and 13
14 and 15
16
18

February,

Valley Furniture Co

CROUP.

Now open for business. We will be glad to
have you call at any time and look over our
stock. You will always be welcome. First
door south of Estancia Auto Co.

State of New Mexico.
Notice for Publication.

Public Land Sale,
Torrance Countv.
of
the Commissioner" of Public
Office
Ma-lone- y
Lands,
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Congress,
approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of
the State of New Mexico, and the
rules and regulations of the State
Land Office, the Commissioner of Pub
lie Lands will offer at public sale, to
the highest bidder, at 9 o clocK A. M
on Tuesday. January 8th, 1918, in the
town of Estancia. County of Torrance,
State of New Mexico, in front of the
J. E. Hinman has rented the
Court House therein, the following de
scribed tracts of lands, viz. :
Higday building north of the
SE1.' NW.y,
Sale No.
Living rooms will be
Sec. 3d, X. 5 N , K. 6 IS., containing postoffice.
consist.
improvements
120 acres.
The
fitted up in the rear, and the
of fencing, value Ifiu.uu.
SW'i, EJá SW4' front will be occupied by Mr.
Sale No. 934-S- W'i
die.
containing
Sec. 36; T. 5 N , R. 6
Hinman's barber shop, Mr.
120 acres. There are no improvements,
W)2'
NW.y,
Sale No.
NWii Pool's abstract office and Mr.
RECRUITING
SONG.
SW,'4, Sec. 36; T. 6 N-- , K. 6 JS., con Higday's
real estate office. Mr.
120 acres.
There are no imI want to follow a man who tainmg
provements.
will move as soon as the
Hinman
of Sec. 3C; T. 4 N
proves he's brave.
Sale No. 936-- AI1
640 acres. Im building can be made ready.
6 K.. containing
And help him plant Old Glory R.
provements consist of fencing, value

S. N.

O. W. Bay

Jenson

ESTHNeifl, N. M.

where she will forever wave; $500.00.
bid on the above described tracts
She is the Emblem of exalted of No
land will be accented for less than
Ten (10.00) Dollars per acre, which is
mind3
the appraised value thereof and in adAnd waved triumphant through dition
thereto the successful bidder
trying times.
must pay for the improvements.
Ño.
E'4
Sec. 7, T. 9
Sale
We will plant her on the highest R. 8
containing 160 acres. The im

provements consist of fencing, value
mountain peak
no Did on mis tract win ue acAñd swing her from the light- $o.uu.
cepted for less than S3 00 per acre.
seas-GNo.
Sale
all
NE4 Sec. U
the
house of
Amble
20 acres,
R. 9 E.. containing
9
g T.
spread her wide, ye
on this
improvements
no
There are
tract. No bid on this tract will be ac
winds.
cented for less than 83.00 per acre.
And kiss those stars ye bashful
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
breeze.
The above sale of lands will be subSoon all along the firing line
ject to the following terms and condi
tions, viz.:
Old Glory will be unfurled.
successful bidder must pay to
For I fight for the greatest good theThe
Commissioner of Public Lands or
To the greatest number,
holdinor such sale,
his
tieth of the price offered by him for
And to Democratize the world,
the land, four per cent interest in adParty lines are now forgot
vance for the balance of such purchase
price and fees for advertising and apAnd national boundaries, too.
praising and all costs incidental to the
righteous
in
this
All nations unite
sale, and each and all of said amounts
must be deposited in cash or certified
fight
exchange at the time of the sale, and
campment at Santa Fe, the board
Red,
and
uphold
White
To
the
which Baid amounts and all of them
finding that it is a legitimate exare subject to forfeiture to the State
Blue.
rvew Mexico, it tne successiui Hipense and being satisfied in the
FRED H. AYERS
thirty dol of
nder does not execute a contract within
premises, order that a warrant I fight for more than
days after it has been mailed to
thirty
Attorney and Counselor at Law
lars per month
be issued payable to Mr. R. L.
him by the State Land Office, said
principle eternally contract to provide that the purchaser
fight
a
for
I
Office honra 9 80 m to 4 :80p m
Strong in the above amount for
may at his option make payments of
grand
ESTANCIA,
NEW MEXICO
said traveling expenses.
not less tnan
oi ninety-fivis to free the ocean
war
This
Der cent of the Durchase price at
Comes now Juan Sanchez y
anytime nfter the sale and prior to
land.
Vigil and complains to the board And to Democratize the
the expiru ..on of thirty years from the
C. B. Ewlng'
may date oi ine contract ana to pruviae
I
in
some
though
battle
And
DENTIST
that he has been unjustly raised
for the payment of any unpaid balance
be slain
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
by the state tax commission in
at the expiration of thirty years from
flag
follow the
I
that has no the date of the contract, with interest on
Sometimes out of town first of week, the sum
of 300 head of sheep. will
deferred payments at the rate of four
but always in Estancia office Fridays
stain
per cent per annum payable in dvance
The
Mr.
board
Sanchez
informs
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building
enemy
backward
is
of conon the anniversary of the d.
to make his petition in the prop 'Til all the
tract,
partial payments to be credited
hurled
W. DRAYTON WASSON
on the anniversary of d
of contract
er form and present it to the
For we have come to free the next following the date ' onder.
board for recommendation.
land.- - u subject to
of
sale
above
The
Attorney at Law
ocean
easements,
rights,
valid, existing
Comes now J. N. Burton of
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico the Farmers & Stockmens Bank And to Democratize the World rights of way, and reservations.
Lands
of
Public
The
Commissioner
-CAGLE,
HARRY P.
of New Mexico or his agent holding
ESTANCIA . . NEW MEX.
and moves to the board that the
H, 1st Colo. Inft.
Company
to
reject
right
such
sale
reserves
the
petition of said bank for a por
any and all bids offered at said sale.
given
successful
be
county
will
Possession
RESTAURANT
tion of the deposits of
Department of the Interior,
bidder on or before October first, 1918.
Chili and Short Orders
monies, the board after listening
Witness my hand and official seal of
United States Land Office.
and
being
tne
premisNew
Mexico,
Fe,
state Land uince, mis iwncy
advised
the
in
Santa
Pigola Bread
fifth day of October. 1917.
October 24. 1917,
Packed Dust Proof. Germ Proof es, ask Mr. Burton if it would be Notice is hereby given
(Seal)
KOBT. P. ERVIEN,
that the State
Cakes and Pies
satisfactory to his bank to leave of New Mexico, under the provisions
Commissioner of Pu'ilic Lanua,-Statof New Mexico.
or June ül,
this matter until the first meet- of the Act of 20,Uongress
J. R. WASH.
1910, and the Acts First publication, Nov. 1, 1917.
1S98, and June
ing in January at which time the supplementary thereto, has made ap- Last publication, Jan. 3, 1918.
plication for the following described
Raymond T. Sanchez apportionment is made by the unappropriated
public lands as indem
school lands.
General Merchandise board of finance, Mr. Burton nitySerial
034128-L- lst
Chamberlain's Tablets are intended
No. 8188.
No.
agreeing that that would be satWagon Yard
especially for stomach troubles, biliousThe NEy, Sec. 7,'T. 7 N., R 10
All Kinds of Feed
isfactory to his bank the board N. M. P. M , containing 160 acres.
ness and constipation, and have met
The purpose of this notice is to allow with much success in the treatment of
Land for Sale
ChtliH, N. M. therefore, so disposes.
People who have sufall nersons claiming the land adversely. those diseases.
The revocation of commission or desiring to show it to be mineral in fered for years with Btomach trouble
Also V on right hip,
me
to obtain any
od- - and have been unable
to
an
opportunity
character,
of Robert E. Cargo as additional
cross on right shouljections to such location or selection permanent relief, have been compiete- der, XX on left hin. deputy sheriff is presented and witn tne register ana receiver oi toe y cured dv tne use or tnese tableta.
Ranre 6 miles north approved.
United States Land Office at Santa Fe, Chamberain'a Tablets are also of great
1 mile west of Lucy.
Chronic consti
New Mexico, and to establish their in- value for biliousness.
of Eiias terest therein, or the mineral character pation may be permanently cured by
Notify Mrs. S. A.
The commission
taking Chamberlain's Tablets and ob
Edmonds & Sons.
as additional deputy thereof. FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above Speare
serving the plain printed directions
adv
brands strayed from range.
sheriff is presented and ap
üegister, U. S. Land Office with each bottle.

-

gers.

ENCINO, NEW

CAPITAL 25,000.00

N-- ,

937-S-

The W. O. W. elected new officers at the lase meeting, as follows: J. L. Stubblefield, C. C;
W. F. Crawford, A. L.; O. W.
Kemp, Banker; C- - A. Burrus,
Clerk; J. L Hubbard, Escort;
Clyde Morris, Watchman; A- R.
White, Sentry; H. V. Lipe, Jas.
Walker, J. E. Hinman, Mana-

BANK
ENCINO STATE
MEXICO
Does a general banking business. Live stock loans a specialty.
you to call on us and tell us your needs.

E-- .

C.J.

TAXPAYERS

Estancia, N. M. , Dec. 25, 1917.
visit the several precincts of Torrance county
The assessor or his deputy will
. u n.,.nnaa nf MnAÍ.Mnn.
. .
rahirna nf iirnnpi.lv
.j
r
on the dates stated peiow, iur
for the year 1918.
the
at
nearest
assessor
All tnirnaviirH are earnestly requested to meet the
point and make a personal rendition of their property, which will be more satis-

In a child that is subject to attacks
of croup, the first indication of the disGive Chamberease is hoarseness
lain's Cough Remedy as soon as the
child becomes hoarse and the attack
may be warded off and all danger and
'
adv
anxiety avoided. .

The monthly report of the
sheriff for the month of October
is presented and approved.
The official bond of M. A.
as J. P. Precinct No. 14,
Lucy, is presented and approved.
The petition for closing the
road and maintaining gates along
through T. 7 N, , R. 14 E. , and T. 2
R. 15
N., R. 14 E. and T. 2 N
E. and T.2N., R. 16 E. and Sec.
11, 12, 13, and the n hf section
14, T. 1 N, 13 E. heretofore presented is by the board taken up
for consideration and rejected.
The board now adjourns sine

TO

F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL,

V.--

'

We invite

C. L. CREIGHTON,

Cash.

V4,

N-- .

The Farmer's Friend
Tell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
Estamos para servirlos., Dignanos loque Vd. necessita.

one-twe-

e

Mountainair State Bank, M0UrMNAIR'
STRENGTH and SERVICE

I

f

The Land Man

t

He Buys and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock

2

j
i

ESTftNGIH, N.

LOTS

--

E-- ,

BHRNET FREILINGER
M.

LOTS!

LOTS

We are now offering for sale lots located in the

FLESHER ADDITION TO ESTANCIA
Prices are right and

TITLE PERFECT
ESTANCIA REALTY CO.
223 CESO O O

CS

Neal Jenson

0
o

U. S.

Commissioner

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Ufe, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent.

ÍS9

Estancia. New Mexico

o

LOCAL MATTERS
.

OF INTEREST

For long term farm loans see
H. V. Lipe.
Hot and cold baths at Fenley's
adv.
barber shop.
is
now
teaching
Park
Howard
school at Riverside, California.
Nellie Williams went to Santa
Fe Christmas, to visit relatives.
H. A. Mirabal of Pinos Wells,
was here yesterday on business.
Miss Ethel Swartz returned
this morning from a visit in Mis-

Long tir.ie real estate

Basket leaves Fenley's barber

farm

shop for Imperial Laundry every loans negotiated. -- Fred H. Ayers
Tuesday morning.
Grant Elgin of Washington,
Pickard Walker came home is here visiting his brother, Wilfrom State College to spend the lie Elgin.
holidays with his parents,
Geo, H. Cook will preach in the

hauling

INCOME

TAX MAN

Calendar Day

IS AFTER YOU

E. church Sunday, morning

For
and transfer work,
In a communication
received
phone City Transfer. Also ser- and evening.
by this paper, Collector of Invice car.
Office at wagon yard
50 White Leghorn hens and ternal Revenue, Louis T. Carnear depot. C. C. Miller.
pullets for sale, 75c each. Wa- penter,
a federal
M,

January 1 is Calendar Day at this store.
Don't fail to call and get yours.

announces that
income tax officer will be sent
Johnson Pence and family of into this county on January 2,
Albuquerque spent Christmas 1918, and will be here until January 7, 1918. - He will have his
with the Elgin family.
office in Willard and will be there
C. C. Miller, who came in last
day ready and willing to
every
week from Clay county, Texas, help persons subject to the inhas bought an auto truck of the
come tax to make out their re
Valley Auto Co,, and will do dray
turns without any cost to them
and transfer work. He will also
his services.
for
run a service car.
souri.
Returns of income for the
The Herzstein Seed Co. are
1917 must be made on forms
County Superintendent Burt
PLEASANTVIEW year
loading a car of beans to be
Special Correspondence.
provided for the purpose before
was here Wednesday on his
They
shipped to Santa Fe.
Because a good
Mrs, C. J. Earley was a visitor March 1, 1918.
rounds.
shipped out one car some time
Wednesday.
people don't understand
many
school
at
AlbuquerLeo Douglas went to
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Cook and Mrs. the law and won't know how to
que last Friday, to remain over
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Pierce have Minnie Williams did shopping in make out their returns, the govChristmas.
moved from their farm south- - Willard Thursday.
ernment is sending in this exf.
b.
$360.00 Detroit
The Woman's Club will meet' west of town to Alamotrordo.
But the
pert to do it for them.
Mrs J. W. Williams, accom duty is on the taxpayer to make
Friday, January 4, at the home The altitude here is too great for
panied by her sons, and daugh- himself known to the governof Mrs. A. J. Green.
Mrs. Pierceter spent a few hours with her ment.
If he doesn't make reDr. Amble of Mountainair is The Woman's Club wishes to
daughter, Mrs. Lester, enroute
ESTANCIA, N. M.
here at work as a member of the thank all those who took part in to Albuquerque, returning Wed turn as required before March 1,
penalty
pay
a
to
may
have
he
county registration board.
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in the Tenth federal reserve district
Irlgoyen !" wai
What purports to be an outline of three months of next year, was decidL. A. Hurton,
part owner of the "Death to President
$1,420,200 for the
of
a
subscribed
total
a fight with mounted
d
the Kaiser's
"Christ- ed upon by the commission in New second Liberty Loan bonds, well over mine, sail he considered
the mine dispersed afterCalle
Florida.
mas peace terms" has been received York. The Federal Food Administrawas worth four millions in October, police in the
tion has set Jan. 1 as the date on the minimum allotment of $996,000, 1916, when Mrs. Cardener sold her In
through neutral diplomatic channels
Heavy guards again have been
from tbe maximum of
not
far
and
which
the commission must fix prices.
property owned by
in Washington.
$1,660,000.
These counties are Colfax, terest in it for $370,000. She contends placed over thecity
and mounted men
Germans In the
Robbery of the State Bank of Sum- Mora, Rio Arriba, San Juan, San Mi- it was worth $30,000,000.
Some two score or more telegrams
also are guarding the office of the
,
which passed between Count Von
mit, a suburb of Chicago, of $30,000 guel, Santa Fé, Taos and Union.
newspapers La Union, for which Count
or more, called attention to the apGerman minister to Argentina,
The cost of registration and the Want Elephant Butte Dam Guarded.
on Luxburg obtained a subsidy.
and the German foreign office were palling list of bank and payroll robSanta
Senators
B.
Fe.
and
A.
Fall
The general belief is that the publimade public by the State Department beries in Chicago and suburbs in the draft n New Mexico was $27,395.02 on
A.
A.
as
Congressman
Jones,
well
as
by agreement with the Argentina gov- last eighteen months. According to December 1, a statement Issued by the
cation of the telegrams will lead tc
W.
B.
Walton,
have
appeals
received
office
Fe
executive
at Santa
new demands for the severance of re
shows.
ernment, which also published them an official of a big burglar insurance
the Mesilla valley because of the latlons with Germany, Congress havat Buenos Aires. Exposure of Count company, there have been seventeen The cost was heaviest In Rio Arriba from
unguarded condition of the Elephant ing already refused to sanction tht
Von Luxburg'
"sink without trace" bank robberies, netting approximate- county, totaling $2,148.39. San Miguel
telegram by Secretary Lansing was ly $400.000, and fourteen payroll rob- county took second place in the cost Butte dam, the military guards hav- budget appropriation for continuing
been recalled. It is proposed to the Argentine legation
in Berlin,
what caused a rupture of diplomatic beries of insured firms, netting $200,-00- 0 column with $2,001.06, and Bernalillo ing
have the government employ civilian which was insisted on by the organs
to the bandits, in the period men- county third place with $1,887.51 exrelations between Argentina and Gerguards.
pended.
many.
of President Irlgoyen.
tioned.
The first Ughtless night ordered by
The United 8tates shipping board Is
Removal of the east-bounembargo
To
Close
Immoral
Resorts.
gave
fuel
Albuadministration,
hard pressed to fill the allies' orders on corn and oats, and rumors that the the
Seven Violent Attacks Repulsed.
Demlng. Immoral resorts at Lords- for between 6.000,000 and 8,000,000 mlximum price of corn was to be re- querque the semblance of an English
Rome, Dec. 22. A considerable por
burg,
Hurley,
expectant
City
of
town
Zeppelins.
a
by
raid
Rita,
Santa
Silver
tona of shipping In 1918, members or moved, led to a sharp upturn in the
Hon of ground gained by the enemy
the board admitted, prior to appear- corn and oats market on the Board of It was only a semblance, however, for and all other cities In centra! New Dec. 18 in the region of Monte Aio-loning before the Senate Inquiry commitTrade In Chicago, Dec. 20. In the here and there light shone. They Mexico were Instructed to close in oron the northern front east of the
were lights declared by tbe police to ders Issued by District Attorney J. S.
tee. Chairman Hurley of the board early trading May corn advanced C
VaughL Orders Issued by Lieut Paul Brenta river, has been retaken by the
declared the task would be accomcents to $1.26H. Oats rose S cents. be necessary.
Tbe State Supreme Court handed Popenoe of the law enforcement
Italians, the war office- - announces.
plished.
The next loan the people of the
committee The positions regained by the Italians
A Red Cross service flag, displayUnited States will be asked to pur- down an opinion holding that Lea branch of the Fosdick
ing three crosses, was hung In a win- chase to aid the government In win- county, which came into legal exist- call for the closing of any resorts were held despite the most violent
dow of the county jail at Dallas, Tex., ning this war will be for $8,000,000,-0O0- ; ence last June, Is entitled to delin- which might be visited by soldiers fire from the enemy artillery. Active
quent taxes collected from property within a radius of 150 miles. More artillery fighting on the Verdun front
when three women inmates Joined
the bonds will be 414 per cent isformerly In Chaves county, but now than 100 Inmates of resorts are af east of the Meuse was reported by
Two of the women
face murder sue and the offering will be made on
within Lea county.
fected by the order.
the Paris war office.
chantes
March 15. 1918.
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"Chariots of Iron" at Gaza.
History repeats Itself down to minute details, the London Star reminds
us, and recalls previous operations at
Gaza related in the Book of Joshua.
It snys:
"If that picturesque special correspondent to whom we owe the narrative of the sun and moon standing still
in the valley of AJnlon had witnessed
the onslaught of General Allenby's
auxiliaries, he might have pictured behemoth wallowing on the shore and
levlatlinn rising out of the sea. It is
related in the Book of Judges that
though the tribe of Judnh took Gaza,
they 'could not drive out the inhabitants of the valley because they had
chariots of Iron.'
"Allowing for the Intervening cen-turwhich have transformed the
'chariots of iron' into tanks, we see
that In tills case the omens are in
favor of the Invaders, and we may
reasonably hope that the clearing out
of the Philistines will be final and complete."
CUTICURA

HEALS SORE HANDS

That Itch,

Burn, Crack, Chap
Bleed Trial Free.

and

In a wonderfully short time In most
cases these fragrant, super-cream- y
emollients succeed. Soak hands on re
tiring in tbe hot suds of Cuticura Soap,
dry and rub Cuticura Ointment into
the hands for some time. Remove surplus Ointment with soft tissue paper.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere.
Adv.
How He Made Window 8ashesr
a woodworker.
applied at the work of a building ma
terial company for a Job.
"What can you do?" inquired the
foreman in charge.
"Indeet, look you," said Taffy. "I
can do any Joinery work whoteffer."
'Can you make window sashes?"
asked the foreman.
"Surely !" was the laconic answer.
"Well, Just take off your coat audi
let me see you make one.
So Taffy set to work, while the foreman went off round the works. The
first sash the new hand attempted
was a failure, so planting it under the
bench, Taffy got ahead with a second
one, and had Just finished it when the
foreman returned and taking hold of
the sash, said, "Call that a sash, do
yer? Don't believe I could find a
worse one In the country."
"Indeet," Raid the wood butcher,
grinning, "you may find a ferry much
worse one under the bench made from
your own timber I"
Then he got a move on. .
A young Welshman,

Smile on wash day. That's when you nee
Red Croes Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
Adv.
now. All grocers.

Just an Extra Potato.
Jones was urging Smith to run over
to dinner some time. "But I am afraid
that your wife will go to a lot of trouble, Smith demurred.
"A lot of trouble nonsense I" re"It Just
plied the hospitable man.
And
means to boll an extra potato.
e
seventy-fivbetween
cents
Is
what
friends?" Judge,
Beds Must Have Been Large.
Little Ethel had Just returned from
Sunday school and was looking very
puzzled. "Mamma," she said, "Did
they have very large beds in Bible
days?"
"I don't know, dear," said her mother. "Why do you nsk?"
"Because," said the little girl, "our
teacher said today that Abraham slept
with his four fathers."
Concrete Dry Dock.
The completion of the first dry dock
concrete was celeof
made
brated at Moss, a city in Norway. This
dock Is in the nature of an experiment, as It will receive ships of only
100 tons, 90 feet long; but it is said
to be successful and much cheaper
than steel and more quickly built. The
shipyard that built this dock Is now
receiving inquiries for docks up tu
8,000 tons.
Specification.

"That man is always running other

people down."
"Scandal or auto?"

When Vour Eyes Need Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy

ITo
martina J tin Kj Ceeatnrt. M eeets el
Prrjcgtate or mall.
Write for free aVe Book.
BUUUCDX CO. CHICADO
JeXtUNB

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

LATE
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QUOTATIONS
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WESTERN

MINING AND OIL

J

NEWS

itera Nswspsper Union Neni Service.
'

DUNVKIt

MAKKBTS.

Cattle.
Orass steers, good to choice 10.25(5 11.00
Urass steers, fair to good.. 8.0010.00
7.5tl() 8.60
Heifers, prime
rows,
good to ch. 7. r0
8.40
Cows, grassers, fair to good 6.50'gi 7.35
Cowiib, canners and cutters ñ 0
6.40
8.uora
10.2
Veal calves
6.Tr
7.00
Bulls
Feeders, good to choice ... H.OOiif 10.25
Feeders, fair to good
8.008.75
.,
7.00
8.00
Feeders, common to fair
Stockers, good to choice ... 7.75AI 8.50
Stockers, fair to good .... 6. 041 7.50
Uuod hogs

Lambs
Feeder lambs
lOwes
Feeder ewes
Wethers

i.ogs.

Slieep.

Western N.w.paper

.

0

'

A7

í

I

"LI

Union News Service.

Prices for Metals.

Bar silver
Copper
Lead
Spelter
Tungsten concentrates, per
unit

$

.86
23.1714
6.26
7.71
20.00

Boulder. Tungsten concentrates 60
per cent.,
20.00 22.50 per
unit;
15.850 16.25 crude ores, GO per cent., $20.0025.00;
25 per cent., $12.00
1()
per
12.50;
H.7r. 15.50 cent., J9.4012.50 per unit.
14. ritira

America is going to save thousands of French
and Belgian women and children from death
by starvation or freezing this winter, but every
American must lend a hand to the work- -

15.50
11.35
9.50
11.U0ÍI 12.00
10. Uu'u

Arizona.
Data hastily gathered Indicates that
price fixation on silver will directly
affect several hundred metal produc(F. O. D. Denver, Carload Pries.)
ers In Arizona and probably 5,000
Ilnr.
per
Ton.
.Buying Trices
workmen.
22.0I)24.00
Colo, upland, per ton
The Shattuck-Arizon- a
Copper Com20. 004 22.00
Nebr. upland, per ton
1'ruirie liuy (new crop),
pany has declared a quarterly diviColo, and Nebr., per ton. .20.00 22.00
cents a share and
Timothy, per ton
25.0026.00 dend of twenty-fiv- e
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton 20.004) 22.00 twenty-fiv- e
cents extra, payable Jan.
(South Park, pur ton
26.00
19.
Three
months ago the payment
llunnlson Valley, per ton. .23.004 25.00
6.00 tp 7.00 was fifty cents and seventy-fiv- e
Btraw. per ton
cents
(rain.
extra.
2.35
Outs, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
A
dispatch
from
Miami,
from
2.35
the
Colo, oats, bulk, buying
3.48 Oibson Consolidated Copper Company,
Corn chop, sack, selling
2.45
Corn in sack, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling. . 1.70 states that following the strike several years ago of thirty per cent, ore
Klvur.
another leaser has broken into an
Hungarian patent
4.95
equally rich streak of high-grad- e
copDHUSStCD POULTRY.
per in another section of the mine.
Lsa 10 per cent commission.
22
Springs
Colorado.
30
Turkeys, fancy d. p
6 32
f
Turkeys, old toma ..........24 (&2
Near Sllverton the Highland Mary
20
4122
Turkeys, choice
Is working three shifts
20
18
Hens, fancy
at both the
20
Ducks, young
tl 22
mine and mill and shipping each
18
(Jeese
4J20
month.
12
4f 14
ltuuslers
From Sllverton comes a report that
Live 1'uullrr.
work Is going right along and ship(Trices net F.O.B. Denver.)
22
20
Springs
ments being made regularly from the
20
18
Hens, fancy, lb.
Pride of the West mine In Cunning12
10
Koosters. lb
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over .,..24
ham gulch.
ID
23
Ducks, young
The flotation of minerals
dates
16
leese
back to the accounts of Agrícola, who
ElUUS.
us
tells
virgins
of
dipped
who
the
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
greasy feathers into the stream and
45
O. B. Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
drew forth gold.
.33
O. B. Denver
At Telluride, in San Miguel county,
Eggs, case count, misc.
cases, less commission. .. 13.00 15.00 the ore shipments tor November were
very
large, the number of cars of conUuller.
Creameries, ex. 1st grd., lb... 43 ij 49
centrates shipped totaling 132 as
43
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb. ..
against
11C last year.
40
Troceas
4) 31
30
Tacking stock (net)
The Coming Wonder property which
has been among the shippers of the
.
Kriill.
Apples, Colo, new fancy, box 1.002.25 Sllverton district all year is ready to
2.004T2.50 do a considerable amount of developi'ears, Colo.
ment work during the winter months.
Yeicelaltles.
12.004Í16.00
Beans, Navy, cwt
The Ariadne property situated on
7.00 4 '.00
Beans. Tinto, cwt
.16 Storm peak in the Cement creek sec154c
Beans, Lima, lb
1.50S1.75
Colo.,
cwt
tion
of San Juan county, which is beüeets,
1.754(2.50
4'abbage. Colo.
ing operated by Alfred B. lies, is rap-Idl- y
1.6U)1.75
Carrots, cwt. .;
12,i4'.15
getting into shape to enter the
Cauliflower, lb
35 4Í1.00
Celery. Tascal, Colo., dos
454Í .75 shipping list.
Celery
25 (g .35
Onions, table, dos
The Red Mountain shipping season
2.00 4f 2.50
Totatoes, cwt.
to a close proved the
064C .10 now drawing
Tomatoes. H. 11.. lb
Turnips, Colo., cwt
l.óüírl.tS three leading shippers of the district
to be the Congress Leasing, with 3,000
HIDBS AND PliLTS.
tons; the Barstow, with 300 tons
Dry Hides,
crude and 250 tons concentrates, and
35
Flint butcher, lb
33
Flint fallen, lb
the Summit Mining and Milling Com19
stag,
lb
Flint bull and
pany, with 1,775 tons. Miscellaneous
17
. .
Flint culls and glue, lb
Salt hides. 2c to 3c lb. less. green small shipments from the smaller proHorse bides 12 to 23 price of
ducers In the vicinity bring the total
salted.
for the district up to between 8,000
Greea Salted Cured Hides, etc.
16t16V4 and 9,000 tons.
Over 40 lbs., lb
.,
16
1614
lb.
lbs.,
40
Under
12
Bull and stag
Montana.
11
Jlue hides and skins
Tart cured, lc less.
The two last survivors of the dis
cured.
2c
than
less
Oreen
coverers of gold in Montana met, at
Calf aud Kill. Green, Salted.22 26 ter a separation of 60 years, at the
Calfskin, lb
18 dedication of a
monument
15
at Gold
Kip. lb
Each.
recently, to Capt
.1.25 1.50 creek, near Butte,
Deacons
60 if ?? James H. Mills, Montana's first newsSlunks .
Branded
paper publisher. They were Granville
6.00
6.25
Horse, No. 1
0.00
5.25 Stuart, a member of the party which
Horse, No. 2
2.00S2.50 discovered the first placer gold in the
aloe and pony
0
?6
Colt
state at Gold creek In 1850 and David
of
B. Weaver,
a member
the
Grrea Saltea Pells.
Each.
party which. In 1861,
prospecting
$1.002.00 made the fifth discovery of placer
Lamb and sheep
504J .75
Spring lambs
10 0
gold, in the Yellowstone valley.
Shearlings
K.OiKy)

IIAV AND t.KAliM MAIIKUT.

Dry Flint Pelts.
Tool pelts
4448
hort wool pelts
4244
24
No. 1
Íuteher shearlings.
10
shearlings
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
MISCEI.LAMiOl'S MARKETS.
Prices Quoted for Metals.
Bar Silver 86c.
Copper 123.17 Vs.
Lead 16.25.
Spelter $7.71.
per unit,
concentrates,
Tungsten

New Mexico.
Articles of incorporation were filed
by the Linda Vista Oil Company, office at Arthur, N. M.
According to figures that are being
compiled for the government and for
publicity use, the output of the mines
in the Lordsburg district for 1917 will
total about $2,250,000. The eighty-fiv- e
mine was the biggest producer, with
126.00.
60
Tungsten
concentrates.
Boukler.
Bonney second.
per cent, 120.00422.50 per unit; crude the
ores, 60 per cent, 20. 004V 25.00; 25 per
Two thousands five hundred tons
rent. 12.00 11.50; 10 per cent, 39.40
of coal a day. This figure was reached
12.20 per unit.
by
combined output of the princiCalrasro I.lve stork Qaotalloa.16.40; pal the
mines In the Gallup district. It is
Chicago. Hogs Bulk. 315.804)
light. J15.25 16.35; mixed.
$15.70
rough, the largest coal production In years
15. 754Í 16.55;
16.55;
heavy,
and It is expected by mine operators
316.75016.90; pigs, 1 1.00 H. 10.
Cattle Native steers. 17.268 14. S5;
3,000 tons a day will be reached
Western steers, $6.30 11.76; stockers that
10.20; cows aud within the next few weeks.
and feeders, $6.25
calves, $9.00
heifers. $5.10$10.20;
An inspection of the extensive alum
$16.60.
Sheep Wethers, $60Q13.00: ewes, deposits on the Gila river, twenty
8.00
11.80; lambs, $12.50 16.55.
miles north of Silver City, Is being
New York Cattoa Prices.
made by Gerald T. Hill of New York.
30.57:
New York. Cotton
December.
May, The deposits are said to be the largJanuary,
29.60; -- March, 29.18;
28.90; July, 28.67.
est alum deposits on the American
continent,
and their development
Unseed,
On track. would give Grant county still another
Duluth, Minn.
Linseed
to arrive. IS.JOtt: Decem$3.403.52:
resource.
mineral
ber, $3.40 bid; May. $3.37 14; July, $3.22.
Camajo Grata aad Prerlaloa Prices.
Chicago. Corn Nos. 3, 3 and 4 yel-Sonominal.
Oats No. 2 white, 7t30c; standard,
7914&80HC.
Rye No. 2. $1.82.
Barley $1 40 1.61.
Timothy $5.00 7.50.
Clover $20.00 26.00.
Pork Nominal.
Lard $24.47.
lilbe $21.76 24.26.
Ksasaa City Predsjee.
Kansas City. Bntter
Creamery,
lirsts,
tf; S4c. 41c; seconds, 39Mc;
parking,
Eggs Flrnts. 47c: seconds, 3133c.
Hens. 21c; rooetars, lie;
rollers, 24 X j.

Wyoming.
The Pioneer Company is reported to
have struck a good showing of oil In
Big Muddy, at a depth of 612

feet
The Virginia Oil Company is a
which Is preparing an active
on the Virginian
drilling campaign
dome. Emigrant Gap.
Thirty new wells have been finished
the last thirty
In Wyoming during
days, with a production estimated at
14,000
barrels.
about

F
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ROM "Everywhere In France" there
are being brought to the United Stutes
with the arrival of nenrly every passenger ship tales of devastation and
misery which are even more tingle
than the cabled dispatches which we
are accustomed to rend under the
in
vague date line, "Somewhere

France."

Many of these narratives have been
brought by men and women who, under the auspices of the American Red Cross, have been Investigating conditions created by the Invasion of the
Hun. The range of vision of these investigators
extends from the battle front to the cottage hundreds of miles away where war's misery more insidious than bombs on the fighting front has pene-

trated.

Woven together these accounts make a composite
1W
liaeJB"
Ill
story of devastation and suffering on the part of
noncombatants comparable with the torturé endured by the soldiers in the trenches ; of refugees
Is It planned to deal with nil the acute suffering,
staring blankly at cratered nrens where villages
such us is summarized above, and to reconstruct
once flourished ; of thousands of children, too
ninny villages iu the devastated war zone so as
young to understand, crying for mothers who canto give the refugees a fresh start In Ufe and prenot hear their cries; of children poisoned by gas
pare the way for ngalu cultivating the soil, but It
bombs thrown from German mortars; of emaciated
is the purpose to npply the American system of
children sent by hundreds from behind the German
"Home Service" 011 a scale so grand thai It Is
aud of
line; of crippled soldiers to
bound to have a heartening effect on the whole
provide
civilian men and women to comfort and
French military organization, for the French solstory
a
battling
of
life
of
with the necessaries
diers fight better when they know their loved
against disease and of the heroism of mercy.
ones are being cared for.
Sometimes the cable supplements tales told by
In furtherance of this great scheme, designed to
bring comfort and cheer in the family of every
returned travelers. A day or two ago, the war
cable-graa
French soldier that is needy, General Pershing,
council of the American Red Cross received
General Petaln, commander in chief of the French
from the Paris headquarters of that organizay
every-dnsimple
of
statement
containing
forces, and MaJ. Gen. M. P. Murphy, American Red
a
tion
Cross commissioner, hnve formed themselves into
occurrence on the French ftontler, yet graphic in
a committee of
Company officers will
its portrayal ot one phase of war's frightful ness.
go through their ranks and ascertnin from each
It read :
soldier- whether he has any worry on his mind
The Red Cross at Evlan.
concerning sickness or want at home. Reports
"Thére arrived last week at Evlan, where the
will be made to headquarters weekly and not a
received
are
Belgium
and
repatries from France
single case will be overlooked In the relief work
back Into France, a train loaded with Belgian chilthat Is to be guided by the addresses of families
dren. There were 680 of them, thin, sickly, alone,
Usted. Special attention will be given to the treatall between ages of four and twelve, children of
ment and prevention of tuberculosis, which has asmen who refused to work for the Germans and of
sumed proportion's almost as deadly as the infernal
go
thun
let
rather
mothers who let their children
machinery of wur itself. Food and clothing will
them starve. They poured off the train, little ones
be supplied when necessary and the spirit and
clinging to the oldest ones, girls all crying, boys
courage of the previously depressed soldier in the
trying to cheer. They had come all the long way
trenches will be enlivened by the news that his
alone. On the platform were the Red Cross workfamily Is having its wants attended to.
ambuers to meet them, doctors and nurses with
"The great struggle of the winter will be the
lances for the little sick ones were waiting outeconomic struggle," said Mr. White. "The Red
side the station. The children poured out of the
Cross practically will fight the American fight unstntion, marched along the street shouting. "Meat,
til our boys take their places on the firing line
meat ; we are going to have meat," to the Casino,
next spring. It should be kept in mind that every
where they were given a square meal, the first In
French soldier who is saved this winter means the
they
ate,
again,
while
many months. Again and
they broke spontaneously Into songs In French
against the German songs which they had evidently
learned In secret. The Red Cross doctor exnnilned
them. Their little clnwlike hands were significant
Shell-Lig- ht
A
of their undernourished bodies, but the doctor said :
"Wd have them in time. A few weeks of proper
feeding and they will pull up."
The picture of a night attack executed by the
Evlan Is a French resort on Lake Geneva, and
English on a German trench in France Is drawn
every day one thousand homeless people arrive
in the Cornhlll Magazine by Boyd Cable:
there, 60 per cent of whom are children. Thirty
"The hour chosen for the raid was Just about
per cent of the older people die the first month
occupants
once
the
dusk.
There was no extra-speciwere
They
preparation
from exhaustion.
Huns
The
Immediately
France.
before it. The guns continued to
in
northern
happy
homes
of
pour in their fire, speeding it up a little, perhaps,
invaded their country, swept on past their homes
but no more than tbey hud done a score of times
and left them behind the enemy's line. The Invaders,
in the last 24 hours. The infantry clambered out
now their masters, impressed them into labor and
In
German
of their trench and filed out through the narrow
transported thousands of them to work
openings In their own wire entanglements.
fields and factories. Those who are returned by
"Out Id front a faint whistle cut across the roar
the thousand dally by train through Switzerland
of fir. They're off,' said the forward officer Into
are all that are left of these men and women and
his 'phone, and a moment later a distinct change
children manhood and womanhood sapped until
In the note of sound of the overhead shells told
the vital spark Is almost out and, no longer of use
lo
back
sent
or
die
be
to
that the fire had lifted, that the shells were passas German captives,
by
own
helpless
ing higher above his head, to fall farther back in
condition
their
in
their
cared for
the enemy trenches and leave clear the stretch
people from whom they had been ruthlessly taken
Into which the Infantry would soon be pushing.
away in their health and strength.
V 1
"For a minute or two there was nj change In
Hope for Kaiser's Victims.
the Sound of batfle. The thunder of the gun!
Thanks to the American Red Cross, coming to
agencontinued steadily, a burst of rifle or machine
the assistance of the overburdened French
gun fire crackled as spasmodically.
cies for mercy, there is hope for these unfortun"Men gulped In their throats or drew long
ates. Besides a hospital and convalescent home
breaths of apprehension that this was the beginfor children at Evian, the Red Cross is operating
ning of discovery of their presence In the open,
an umbulauce service for the returning repatries.
the first of the storm they knew would quickly
Ten automobiles are In commission for handling
hosfollow. But there were no more shells for the
sick and Infirm persons, and a tuberculosis
remoment, and the rattle of machine gun fire direturning
When
the
pital near by Is planned.
minished and the bullets piped thinner and more
patries reach the railroad station and have been
cheeringly greeted by crowds of compatriots, they
distant as the gun muzzle swept around. The Infantry hurried on, thankful for every yard made
are taken In charge by Red Cross workers. NourbeIn safety.
ishment Is provided and medical attention
"But at the attacking point the Infantry were
stowed. Baths are made available and fresh cloth-"o- g
witeye
to
American
According
almost across when the storm burst, and the
supplied.
is
shells for the most part struck down harmlessly
nesses of scenes at the. railway station at Evlan,
behind them. The men were Into the fragments
there are men In the ranks who have suffered
of broken wire, and the shattered parapet loomed
broken arms, the bones of which have been set by
wrong
up under their hands a minute after the first shell
the Germans so that the hand Is turned the
denoting
deformity,
present
a
horrible
burst Up to this tbey bad advanced in silence,
way. They
but now they gave tongue and with wild yells
form of cruelty which excuses itself on the
leaped at the low parapet scrambled over and
ground that the man, should be ever regain his
down Into the trench. Behind them a few forms
former strength, will be unfit for military duty.
doctwisted and sprawled on the broken ground, but
In many of these casea American Red Cross
they were no sooner down than running stretcher
tors have been put to the doubly painful tnsk of
bearers pounced on them, lifted and bore them
again breaking the arm and resetting it, so as
back to the shelter of their own Unes.
"to remove the terrible deformity purposely In"In the German trench the raiders worked and
flicted.
fought at desperate speed, but smoothly and on
William Allen White of Kansas and Henry J.
public
of
Ufe
the
settled and rehearsed plan.
what was clearly
who Is prominent in the
There were few Germans to be seen, and most ot
same state, are among the Red Cross workers
these crouched dazed and helpless, with hands
who recently- have returned from tours of InspecThey were promptly seized,
over their heads.
tion In France. According to their statements it Is
bundled over the parapet, and told by word or
scarcely possible to exaggerate the suffering
counpopulation
They
to
of
the
gesture be off.
waited for no second bidbrought upon the civilian
ding, but ran with heads stooped and hands above
try: a suffering, however, that is being alleviated
their heads straight to the British line, one or
to the greatest possible extent by the American
two men doubling after them as guards.
Some
Red Cross, which is sending Its experts. Its army
of the prisoners were struck down by their own
of volunteers and Its treasure without stint Acwar,
shellflre,
so
guns'
these
as
were Just
and
promptly
cording to Mr. White, the real work of the
grabbed by the stretcher bearers and hurried In
far as America Is concerned, will be carried 00 by
only
cover.
Not
winter.
under
this
In
France
Cross
the Red

Bomb Raid by

snvlng of an American boy
when the big drive begins n
few months hence."
L. D. Wlshard of California,
a schoolmate of President
Wilson, well known for his
Interest In Y. M. C. A. work
as well as that of the American Red Cross, Is another recently returned observer from
France. He brought a doubly
Interesting story. First, the
awfulness of many conditions
existing; and, secondly, the
great work the Red Cross Is
doing and the much greater
work it Is preparing to do to
meet all the conditions scien
energetically.
and
tifically
Mr. Wlshard expressed the
same view as tt'llllnm Allen White regarding
the Importance of giving primary attention to the
economic side of the equation during the winter
months. He quoted General Pershing as saying
that the greatest thing that the Red Cross can do
at present to Insure victory Is to stand by the families of French soldiers.'
Gas Bombs Poison Soil.
An Interesting fact dwelt upon by Mr. Wlshard
during a visit to Washington was that of the poisoning of the soil In agricultural regions by the
gases spread over the country by the Germans. It
Is stated that this gas has worked its Insidious way
deep into the ground, so that unless heroic means
are discovered and applied It will be years anil
years before the land Is fit for cultivation of any
sort. The devastation, he says. Is beyond anything
in the history qf the. world, with shell craters so
thick that plowing of once fertile fields is absolutely Impossible. Yet in this hopelessly devastated region the Red Cross has set to work to repair
gome villages and to restore certain agricultural
communities, not alone for the humanity directly
Involved with respect to the people who will thus
have shelter and means to go to work, but as an
example to the thousands of others and an inspiration to them to start In and begin life anew. The
hopelessness of It all might seem complete from a
single Instance cited by Mr. Wlshard that of a
man who had owned a mill in a village near Verdun,. who told him that when he went to look for
the spot on which it stoid he had to take a surveyor along to locóte It.
It is Into the hopelessness of hundreds of situations akin to this that the American Red Cross Is
advancing with its banner of mercy and its bugle
blast of inspiration.
So help the Red Cross
"Up and down the selected area of front line
trench the raiders spread rapidly. There were
several dugouts under the parapet, and from some
of them
figures crawled with their
hands up on the first summons to surrender.
I hese, too, were bundled over the parapet' If a
shot came from the black mouth of the dugout
In answer to the call to surrender, it was promptly bombed. At either end of the area of front
line marked out as the limits of the raid strong
parties made a block and beat off the feeble
- ,
that were made on them."
d

NEW WRITING

IMPLEMENT.

t

w

A

writing Implement composed of a mixture

of wax and finely ground pumice stone containing particles of Ink has been Invented by William
C. Geer of Akron, O., to take the place of ordinary
and fountain pens, pencils, crayons and all other
writing Implements, says the Popular Science
Monthly. As the body, of the new writing device
Is composed of a mixture of wax and pumice
stone, which is easily worn away when rubbed
agaipst, a paper surface, the Inventor claims that
the ceils of Ink Intermixed with the wax and pumice stone will also be liberated, giving a uniform
supply of Ink.
The device Is made by mixing the wax, pumice
stone and Ink together. When It Is heated to the
proper temperature It Is suddenly Immersed In
cold water. This chills and solidifies the wsx
mixture, producing a body having a cellular structure, each cell being filled with Ink.
SOLDIER 6CRAPBOOK8.

Bave yon begun saving Jokes and pictures for
scrnpbookt
Kipling, started these
"Sammle's"
scrapbooks In England for the wounded "Tommy," so of course It's a good Idea.
A 8AD CASE OF SUICIDE.

There Is a very pompous artist In New York
who used to have a sense of humor. His quips
were known everywhere.
Now, however, since
be has gained considerable vogue, he Is taking
very
seriously.
himself and his work
Owen Johnson, the novelist saw him In a restaurant the other night sitting solemnly alone,
"Too bad," he said, real pity and tenderness
in bis voice. "Poor Arthur! He has severed his
Jocular vein."
HIS POINT OF VIEW.
"Mike, dldnt yon tell me once you have
brother who Is a bishop?" asked the contractor.I
"Yes, sor, I did that."
"And here you are a hod carrier. Well, things
of this Ufe are not equally divided, are they.
Mike?"
"No, sor," replied the Irishman, shouldering his
hod and starting up the ladder; "Indade they la
not. Poor felly I He couldn't do this to save hi
Inlfa. sort

--

WAR TALKS
.

By UNCLE DAN
Number Three

How War Methods Have Changed
Everybody Must Help.

SILVERTON

fl6T QUICKLY

Special Correspondence.
Last week's items.

1

Do the right thing at the right time.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Hill and
Act quickly in time of danger.
In time of kidney danger, Doan's children of Kansas are visiting
Kidney Pills are most effective.
Mrs. Hill's parents, Mr. and
Plenty of evidence of their worth, in Mm. John Milbourn. They will
this vicinity.
spend
Mrs. E. C. Lidie,

the holidays here.

McKenzie St.,

15

Santa Fe, N. Méx., says: "The first
Miss Helen Grassham is the
symptom of kidney trouble I noticed proud possessor
of a burro,
"Hello, Uncle Dan, Jlmmle and I was a sharp pain across my kidneys. which she rides to school.
irreguto
act
began
Then
my
kidneys
have been waiting for you."
Mrs. L. W. Jackson has been
"Sorry If I have kept you long," Bald larly and bladder trouble annoyed me.
neighon the sick list.
Uncle Dan. "Tour mother has been I was feeling miserable until a
telling me how bashful I used to be. bor advised me to try Doan's Kidney
The Milbourn brothers and
After I had taken Doan's for a
She said if a girl spoke to me I would Pills.
I their brother
Rex Hill,
blush to my hair roots. Well, I re- few days I began to feel mybetter.
kidneys are camping in
and
the
minded her of the time your father used several boxes
for
mountains
and I was en
first came to see her and the joke we were acting regularly
been a few days.
pains.
I
have
the
of
tirelv
cured
played on them, so I guess that will
in good health since."
Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt Barron,
hold her for a while."
Price 60c, at all defers. Don't Binv Mrs. Shirley Milbourn,
H. W.
Continuing, Uncle Dan said: "Xou
want to talk more about the war, do ply .ask for a kidney remedy get Ligon and Mr. and Mrs. P. T.
same
that
Pills
the
Kidney
Doan's
you? Well, war methods have underLo., Grassham were in Mcintosh on
gone many changes and they are still Mrs. Lidie had.
adv
business Thursday last.
Mr.
changing.
No two wars are fought Mfgrs, Buffalo, N. Y.
alike. In early times, the weapons were
and Mrs. Grassham took dinner
stones, clubs, spears, bows and arrows,
that day with Mr. and Mrs.
swords, etc. In this kind of warfare,
Jackson Long in their new home
victory was with the strong right arm. Srecial Correspondence.
Men of enormous size and strength
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Newgent near Mcintosh.
were the great warriors. The InvenMr. and Mrs. W. S. Buckner
tion of gunpowder, however, has are happy over the advent of
changed all this. It has enabled men daughter in (heir home.
are located on their homestead
to kill one another at a considerable
News from Madrone tells of G near Silverton.
distance, and do It wholesale. The
war, as we know it now, Is a combinaH. Hendershott being stabbed . Several from this neighbor
tion of chemicals, machinery, mathechoked by some of his men. hood attended the Kellogg par
matical calculations and highly trained and
He is in St. Joseph's Hospital in ty last Saturday night.
men. Just think of It I Airplanes,
submarines, armored tanks, or cater Albuqur rque, and at last report
Mrs. Shirley Milbourn is vis
pillars, poison gases, and curtains of he wasc'jing well.
iting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
fire are all used for the first time In
this wnr; and they are destructive beLittle Charley Rhoads is quite Barron while her husband is
yond anything heretofore known.
sick with pneumonia. Dr. Wich- - camping in the mountains.
kaiby
followed
the
"The methods
ser and his allies are simply devilish. man of Estancia was with him
Mrs. Harold Merrifield is at
He mnst answer In history to the kill- Sunday night.
tending the bedside of her moth
ing of thousands of Innocent women
The Sunday school program er, Mrs. Chandler, who was hurt
and children. He has broken every
international law and every rule of rendered at the school house in an auto accident.
warfare; he has bombarded hospitals Sunday night was a success.
Mrs. Shirley Milbourn of east
and undefended cities, sunk Red Cross
ships on errands of mercy he has de- There was a nice crowd present of Estancia, Mrs. Rex Hill of
stroyed cathedrals and priceless
and everyone enjoyed the readrnres of art that can never be replaced ; ing by Mrs. Patterson and the Kansas and Miss Mildred Milhe has made slaves of his prisoners:
bourn attended Sunday school
Christmas songs.
he has tried to get us Into war wit
and preaching last Sunday.
Japan ; his emmissarles have blown up
J. L. Pearson left for Texas
our ships, burned our factories ana
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Campbell
Mrs. C. N.
firedaaur forests. He knows no mercy Thursday night.
or honor. The most charitable view Rhoads and little daughter Inez and family, Seb Campbell of Estyrant
tancia, Misses Mary, Helen and
to take of this
went to Ford City, Texas, the
is that he is crazy.
Hattie Grassham took dinner
same evening.
"One thing is certain," continued Unwith Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Buck
cle Dan, with great emphasis, "Our
Jno. McGillivray and A, B. ner and family last Sunday.
liberty, the safety of our homes and
our country, and the security of the McDonald are losing more cattle
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Jackson
with blackleg.
world demand the speedy and absolute overthrow of the kaiser and
of near here and Fate Jackson
crushing out once and forever the
of Estancia took dinner Sunday
reign of Prussian brutality."
with Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Grass
"How about the German people,"
ham of Kentucky Lodge.
said Billie.
Uncle Dan replied: "The splendid
Mrs. Andrew Eblin who is
German people were happy, thrifty,
prosperous and contented. They have
visiting in the Ligon home is
been tricked into war and made to
in health.
There can be no doúbt
suffer the tortures of the damned;
as to the merit of Cardui,
they have been cruelly and systematicWe
will
Sunday school
have
the woman's tonic, in
ally deceived. God grant that the real
treatment of many
communion
the
on
and
each Sunday
do,
they
get
may
to
If
and
them,
facts
troubles peculiar to
morning at Silverton, and we
Lord help the kaiser 1"
women. The thousands
of women who have been
"Of course the allies will win," said
hope to have sveryone in the
helped by Cardui in the
Mrs. Graham.
neighborhood attend as well as
past 40 years, is conclu"Probably so," said Uncle Don. "But
sive proof that it is a
those of other neighborhoods.
If we are to win, we must go the limit.
good medicine for women
There are so many new people .in
We must check the awful destruction to
who suffer, it should
shipping by the German submarines,
help you, too.
this neighborhood and so many
get
food and
or we may not be able to
who need to be in Sunday
children
supplies to our own men and to our alTake
school and who cannot attend at
lies; we must also put hundreds of
thousands, and perhaps millions, of
Cedar Grove or Estancia, that
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blood-thirst- y

It Helps!

repo-

rted-improving

s
soldiers in the battle Une.
"Food Is the first consideration," Uncle Dun continued. "No army can hold
out against hunger. It has been said
that food will win the war, and this Is
largely true. Hence the Importance
of the farm In the war plans of our
country."
Mrs. Graham Interrupted by saying :
"In view of the Importance of farming,
don't you think, Daniel, that the farmers ought to be exempted from war
service?"
"No, a thousand times no," said Uncle Dan, striking the table so hard to
emphasize his protest that he tipped
over a vase of flowers. "We must
have no class legislation. The duty to
serve Is the common duty of all, and
no class must be relieved of this obligation.
The question of exemption
must be a personal one and decided by
the facts surrounding each case. In
no other way can we have a square
deal, and to Insure, this. It la the duty
of congress to pass immediately the
Chamberlain bill, or some such measure, which U fair to all classes. It
would settle all these questions and
do it fairly. Safety now and safety
hereafter demands such legislation,
and let me suggest that you and your
friends get busy with your congressman and senators and urge them to
prompt action.
"It Is time for as to realize that we
are not living In a fools' paradise;
that this great country of ours cost
oceans of blood and treasure and it is
only due to the loyalty, sacrifice and
service of our forefathers that we have
a country, and It is our highest duty
to preserve It unimpaired and pass it
on to posterity, no matter what the
cost may be. Our citizenship and their
ancestors came from all parts of the
world to make this country a home
and enjoy Its blessings and opportunities; hence, in the crisis before us,
It Is the duty of everyone to stand
squarely back of our country and be
prepared to defend the flag. Everyone in this crisis Is either
Great as the counor
try is, there Is not room enough for
.two flags."
first-clas-

.......

we are going to have Sunday
school each Sunday morning as
long as the weather permits.

iTiie Woman's Tonic

Rev. Campbell of the Christian
church preached a very interest-

l

Mrs. N. E. Varner, of
Hixson, Tenn., writes:

"1 was passing through
Hie
My back and

...

sides were terrible, and
my suf.ering indescribable. I can't tell just how
and where I hurt, about
all
ver. I think
I
began Cardui, and my
pains grew less and less,
until Iwas cured, i am
remarkably strong for a
woman 64 years of age.
1
do all my housework,"
i ry caraui. toaay. t70

...

H
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Chas, Sawéy
Agent for

CONTINENTAL

OILS

AND GAS
R B. COCHRANE

Shoe and Harness

Repairing

All work

guaranteed

Shop on North Main

Estancia,

Street

New Mexico

ing and instructive sermon at
this place last Sunday to a fair
sized audience, and we wish to
say that all who missed hearing
He will
him missed a treat.
preach again for us the second
Sunday in January, and perhaps
will preach a series of sermons
at this place, which will be an
nounced later,
Mr. Talkington of Estancia
spent Saturday with Mr. and
Mrs. L. W. Jackson.

MOÜNTAINAIR

From the Independent

child of Mr.
The
and Mrs. M. M. Callahan died
the first of this week.
The
Callahans are new comers, living
on one of the Imboden farms
north of Mountaihair.
J. A. Cooper left the first of
the week for the east, where he
will spend the holidays.
Last Saturday a deal was
consummated whereby F. C.
Krieger and wife became the
owners of a quarter section 26, 5,
6, purchased from T. J. Lane.
The land adjoins the Donaghe
farm which the Kriegers purchased some months ago. Mr.
Krieger plans on putting in a
pumping plant and seeding fifty
or sixty acres to alfalfa. As the
water is quite shallow the plant

may not be your first
but it's the other fellow's
only consideration when he "sizes you up" by
your car
Beauty is not merely a matter of price
nor yet a matter of size.
The Qverland Light Four is not a big,
extravagant car but it is built on big-clines has the luxurious, big-clook about it.
Where else such "good looks" for so little?

APPEARANCE

ar

ar

$790.00

W R. Meador
prove
profitable.
The consideration
was $3,000 00.
Almost as goon as Mr. Lane
had closed this trade, he purchased a quarter section adjoining the Calvary school house
Mr.
from D. S. Byrd and wife
Lane thinks too much of this
country to sell out and leave, and
will build a home near the school
house where he hopes to make
his home for years to come. He
paid $2,500 00 for this land.
On Monday of this week, S. L.
Keithley closed a deal whereby
H. W. Wood becomes the owner
of the John L. Meyer half section
of land in section 27, 2, 7, and
The consideration in
30, 2, 8.
this case was $2,000.00.
Wm. A. Cline secured the relinquishment of Mrs. Elicia
Houston about seven miles southeast of Mountainair, and has
made a homestead filing on the
Mr. Cline is a
land.
of Mr. Wood.
J. S. Brewer and wife have
purchased two lots in the Veal
Addition to Mountainair and
have lumber on the ground
ready for building.
Lloyd O mn is back from a trip
to Kansas Cuy anJ points in that
vicinity, in an effort to dispose
of beans.
Clem Shaffer left on Sunday
morning s train for var.es
points in the central states, and
will combine business with a
visit to the old home. He will
make purchases of farm machin
ery and implements and attempt
to sell several carloads of ' 'fri
joles" before returning early
next year.
is feasible and should

son-in-la- w

ENCINO

From the Enterprise.

Mrs. Layson is going to Oklahoma to visit her daughter. Mrs.
G. C. Teter, who is very sick.
A number of Red Cross women were invited to Mrs. Daven-

port's last

Saturday.
They
passed away the evening by
knitting and sewing.
On Monday night, December
17, at the Encino hotel, Mrs.
Wilson gave a birthday entertainment.
There were quite a
onH
number of npnnla
nrcannr
x. ,ww.., a.au
she. received several real nice
presents.
All seemed to enjoy

themselves.

-

Mr. Kempson,
of Headly,
.Texas, is with us this week. He
said they had good crops in that

From

MORIARTY

the Moriarty

Messenger.

A L. Reeves and Jim Reeves
returned home today from a trip
section of the country, but most to the Silver City country where
of the state was dry and burnt Mr. Reeves has mining interests.
up.

m
r
c. : itcLt
xtev,
aimj luía. uuugKiua
A. E. McDaniel, who has been Monday in their Ford to spend
building an addition to Mr. Gon-- z
the holidays with home folks in
lies'- house, went to his home at
Lucy last Thursday, and said he Clarendon, Texas.
would come back to finish the
Mrs. Effie Draper of Kansas
job when the lumber came.
City and C. A. Smith were marMiss May Ballard is reported ried at Estancia, Monday, Demuch better this week. We hope cember 17thMrs. Smith was
she will be at the Christmas tree
Fe and educated

born in Santa

Miss Marjorie Rose, who has
made her home at the Midway
Hotel for the past ten months,
expects to leave next Sunday for
her home at Garden City, Kansas.

at Loretto

Academy. . Mr. Smith
is one of our old settlers- Mr.
...
3:
o . - are
r
un
anaj mru.
-

.'

reaiumg
oiumi
the Smith ranch northwest of
town where a wedding supper
was spread for their friends.
Mrs. Henry Scott and Gilford
Welch went to Albuquerque
Tuesday and returned home as
husband and wife. The young
couple are receiving congratulations of friends and are residing
on Mr. Welch's homestead, east
of town., Mr. Welch just returned to the valley from Texas,
accompanied by Jack Welch.

The United States Civil Service Commission has announced
an examination to be held at Encino, N. M , on January 26,
1918, as a result of which it is
expected to make certification to
fill a contemplated vacancy in
the postoffice of fourth class postmaster at Encino, New Mexico,
and other vacancies as they may
occur at that officeunless it shall
be decided that in the interest of
the service to fill the vacancy by Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach
reinstatement.
The compensathe diseased portion of the ear. There Is
one way to cure catarrhal deafness,
tion of the postmaster at this of- only
and that Is by a constitutional remedy.
Deafness Is caused by an Infice was $363 for the last fiscal Catarrhal
flamed condition of the mucous lining of

-

year.

CIRMBIRLAIN'S

COUCH

REMEDY.

This is not only one of the best and
most efficient medicines for coughs,
colds and croup, but it is also pleasant
and Eafe to take, which is important
when medicine must be given to children. Many mothers have given it their
unqualified endorsement.
adv

the Eustachian Tubo.
When this tube Is
Inflamed you have a rumbling; sound or Imperfect hearing, and when It Is entirely
closed. Deafness Is the result Unless the
Inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever. Many cases of
deafness are caused by catarrh, which la
an Inflamed condition of the mucous surHall's Catarrh Medicine acts thru
faces.
the blood on the mucous surfaces of ths
system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine. Circulars free. All Druggists, 7So.
F. i. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.

Are Your toLungs Strong?

Do colds go down
your throat? Are your bronchial
tubes easily affected? Above all, do colds settle on your
chest?
Then your lungs may not be as strong as you
expected consumption often follows.
Good Physicians Everywhere Prescribe

COTT'5 EMISION
Because its Pure Cod Liver

Oil Is

Famous

ior strengthening delicate throats and weak lungs while its glycerine
Buuiues mo icnaer linings ana nneviaies me cougn.
Start on SooU's Emulsion today It is Nature's
building-foowithout drugs or alcohol.
d

The Imported Norweirian cod llrrroll nttcd in Scott'a Emuhlon fttnow-efiliedoar own American laboratories wbica guarantees it free frsui iiuptuitlts.
Scott St Bowne, Bioom&ctd, N. J.
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